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Hutson Awaits Action On
Proposed Barge Terminal
Hutson Chemical Co. has replied to three
requests made by the U. S. Department of
Interior Fish and Wildlife Service, which
Opposes the construction by Hutson of a
barge terminal on Anderson Creek,
Kentucky Lake.
After a meeting Feb. 13 with Hutson
representatives, and officials of the Army
Corps of Engineers and the Department of
Interior, three requests were received by
Hutson, made by the Department of In-

tenor.
Hutson official Billy Smith said this
morning that the three requests from the
Department of Interior included: a
request for Hutson to place into the waters
of Anderson Creek at least 15 fish attractors, commonly known as stake beds;
a request that Hutson establish a
biological monitoring program to detect
any significant adverse impacts of barge
terminal operation on fishery habitat in

Stump-Speaking Scheduled
Here On Saturday Evening
Candidates on the'ballot in Murray and
Calloway County for the primary election
are being invited to share the stump and
face the issues at an old-fashioned political
speaking and ice cream supper on the
courthouse square Saturday evening, May
17.
Plans for the event were finalized by the
sponsoring 15-member executive committee of the Democratic Party for
Calloway County at a meeting Monday
evening. All candidates—state, area and
local—on the primary ballot May 27 will
have an opportunity to be heard.
Mrs. Mary Jane Littleton, chairman of
the committee, said ice cream and cake
will be served, beginning at 6 p. m., with
the speaking to start at 7 p. m. She added
that tickets for the food will be available at
a later date for $1 each.
Additional details of the program will
also be announced later.
"Our primary purpose in organizing
such an event is to make the candidates
visible so that people can make a more

informed decision about how to cast their
votes in the primary election," Mrs.
Littleton explained.
"And we also have in mind trying to
arrange a program that can be enjoyed by
people of all ages—much as in years long
past."
The two newest tnembers named to the
executive committee of the Democratic
Party for Calloway County are: Mrs.
Verlene Marr of Route 4, a bus driver for
the Calloway County school system; and
Dwain McIntosh of Route 7, assistant
director for information and public services at Murray State University.
Other members are: Charlie Lassiter,
507 Chestnut; Mrs. Betty Lowry, 1010
Westgate Drive; Bill McCuiston, New
Concord; Z. C. EnLx, Route 7; Douglas
Tucker, Kirksey; Mrs. Freda Steely,
Route 7; Carroll Guy, Route 6; Mrs. Billie
Ray,1614 Ryan Avenue; Mrs. Lochie Hart,
1313 Payne; Ann Kelly Dodson, 737 Nash
Drive; Loyd Arnold, 504 N. 2nd; and Ortis
Guthrie, 1610 Magnolia.
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at the terminal site, include dates of
arrivals and departures, types of cargo
handled by each barge, and types and
approximate amounts of any spillages.
Hutson's reply, addressed to the
operations chief of the Army Corps of
Engineers in Nashville, answered each of
the three requests.
The Hutson reply said that, while the
firm could not be responsible for stake
beds in the area of the terminal, due to
legal complications, the company would
discuss the possibility of a grant funded by
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc. for the erection
of the fish attractors.
In response to the second request, for a
monitoring program, Hutson's reply
pointed out that such a program is already
being conducted by Murray State
University,and added that "We feel that it
is absurd to ask our company to pay for a
monitoring program that is already being
conducted."
Hutson's reply said in response to the
third request, for records-keeping, that
such records would be a normal business
activity for the company and that a copy
of this record would be provided
semiannually to the Regional Director of
the Fish and Wildlife Service in Georgia,
and to the Fish and Wildlife Service's field
office in Alabama.
Smith said this morning that the next
move is up to the Army Corps of
Engineers, which can request that the
Department of Interior drop its requests
due to Hutson's reply.
Smith added that the Department of
Interior remains now as the only major
opposition to the beginning of construction
of the barge terminal, which was
originally proposed two years ago.

Butz Expected To Recommend
Veto Of Farm Price Measure
WASHINGTON (AP) — A farm bill
raising 1975 target prices and dairy price
supports still faces a possible presidential
veto although the version approved by a
House-Senate conference committee was
the less expensive of two proposals.
Aides to Agriculture Secretary Earl L.

Auto Stickers,
City Privilege
Licenses On Sale
City automobile stickers and business
privilege licenses went on sale Monday in
the office of City Clerk Stanford Andrus.
The deadline for purchase of the stickers
and licenses is May 31, after which a 10 per
cent penalty will be imposed, Andrus said
today.
City stickers and licenses actually expire May 1, but the month of May is given
as a grace period during which there is no
penalty. The licenses and stickers must be
displayed on or before May 31 in order to
avoid the penalty.
City auto stickers are $10 each, and
business privilege licenses will be the
same as they were last year, and vary
among types of businesses.
The stickers and licenses account for
about $150,000 to $160,003 of the city's
budget each year.

Signals Are
Approved For
RR Crossing
Flashing light signals and warning bells
will be installed at the L & N railroad
crossing on Chestnut Street near Ryan
Milk Co. according to a letter received
today by Murray Mayor John E. Scott
from U. S. Department of Transportation
secretary John C. Roberts.
Roberts advised Mayor Scott that the
project had been approved and will be
funded 90 per cent by the federal government and 10 per cent by the State of
Kentucky.
The railroad company will maintain the
warning devices, Roberts said.
The railroad crossing has been considered by local residents to be extremely
dangerckis for many years and following a
fatal car-train accident at the site last
year, the Calloway County Grand Jury
went on record urging that warning
signals be installed at the crossing.

Chance of Rain
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In Our 96th Year

Increasing cloudiness with a.slight thance of rain tonight. Lows near 50. Rain
• Thanxisy with-high" near 7tr.
outlook for Friday: cloudy with a chance
of rain. Precipitation chances are 60 per
cent Thursday.

Buts said the measure approved by the
conferees remains unacceptable and that
Butz would recommend a veto.
Ford's legislative aides passed the word
last week that Butt's cost estimates had
convinced the President to veto whatever
bill emerged from the conference committee. But then Republican conferees met
Monday with Ford and found him willing
to reserve decision but worried about the
costs.
"Me only chance we have is to stay pretty close to the House bill," Sen. Robert
Dole, R-Kan., said before the conference
committee met.
And that's what happened. The bill approved by the conference committee

closely resembles the $210 million bill
passed earlier by the House. The other bill
considered by the panel was the Senatepassed version that committee staff experts had estimated would cost $950
million.
The bill is scheduled to go before the
Senate Thursday or Friday and before the
House next week for final approval.
Dispute remained over how much dairy
prices would increase for consumers.
Staff experts said increases in dairy
price supports of seven cents per 100 pounds would mean an increase of half a cent
per gallon in the retail price of milk
Cheese would go up 0.6 cent a pound and
butter 0.7 cent a pound,they said.

Huddleston Urges Butz Not
To Change Leaf Allotments
Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston has
written Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz
urging that no changes be made in the
dark air-cured and fire-cured tobacco
allotments during the current growing
season.
Huddleston's letter was prompted by a
review of the program by the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service
which included a recent hearing in
Western Kentucky, where dark air-cured
and fire-cured tobacco is grown.
Following the review, in early May,-the
secretary of agriculture has several options under existing law: He could increase quota allotments; he could abolish
the quota system; or he could leave the
present quotas intact.
Huddleston, who said there are over
7,600 fire-cured and almost 16,000 dark aircured tobacco allotments in Kentucky told
secretary Butz it is "too late in the growing

season" to make changes.
The senator, who is chairman of the
Senate Agriculture subcommittee on
marketing production arid stabilization of
prices, added:
"Any change in the announced program
from the 1975-76 marketing year will
burden our tobacco farmers with undue
hardships. Kentucky farmers have sown
plant beds, prepared ground, some have
purchased allotments and most are getting
ready to start planting. No change should
be made in these tobacco programs at this
time."
At present, planting intentions for the
fire-cured tobacco indicate producers will
plant 11 per cent more acreage this year
while dark air-cared growers will plant 10
per cent more acreage. These increased
acreages coupled with normal yields will
shift supply levels back toward normal,
Huddleston said.

showing
FIRST PLACE WINNER—One of the first place winners in Tuesday's Middle School Science Fair was this project
and son ot
Geology project was constructed by Alan Boyd,a seventh grader at the Middle School,
(soot Photo by David HiN)
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Boyd.

a "Model Geyser." The

Students Enter 211 Projects In
Science Fair At Middle School
A total of 211 projects were entered in
the annual Science Fair held yesterday at
the Murray Middle School.
Students from Carter, Robertson and
Murray Middle entered projects in the
school contest.
Projects were judged by a group from
the science and math departments at
Murray State University. Awards were
presented last night after the day's
judging.
Winners in grades 7-8 included:
Chemistry, first place, Dean Hainsworth,
followed by Michael Pitman, David
Stephenson and Mike Fayette, in places
second through fourth respectively;
Physics, Terry Smith, first, followed by
Robert Wasmuth-Ray Stewart (tie), Jana..
.8•11, and Matt Burke, second through
lourth places; Math, Pam Johnson and

first place, Paul Austin, James Thomas
Patricia Johnson first place, followed by
and Darryle Blanton, second, David
Thomas
tie),
(
Sears
Elkins-Steve
Edwina
Whitten and Billy Wells, third, and Laura
Kendall and Jimmy Ward;
Sears and Paulette Kelly, fourth;
Geology, Alan Boyd,first place, followed
by Sharon Whaley, Jim Scarbrough, and
In Math, first place went to Cindy Haw,
Vince Furches; Botony, Judy Outland,
Jimmy Dykes, Lynne Loberger and Chris
first place, followed by Bradley Wells,
Priddy, and second went to Kyle Evens
Stacy Fulton-Denise Dycus (tie), and
Geology, Lee Cottrell, first, followed by
Keith Baer, second through fourth, and
Sandra Whaley, Samir Mahfoud, and Erin
honorable mention, Paul Moffett, Mike
Burke and Elizabeth Fain.
Todd, Keith Boyle, and George Bell;
In Botony, Mary Ann Gordon, first,
Zoology, Ann Tumrruila, first place,
by Valerie Curry in second and
followed
followed by Mike Clark, Kenny Bogard,
Klein and Randy Mayfield in third.
Joel
ALsion
Erwin,
Mark
Susan Harrington,
In Zoology, first went to Carol Beaman
Wallace, and Martha Pittman.
and Lynn Loberger, followed by Jeff
Winners in grades one through six were,
Cartwright, and Mark Scroggins, second
Chemistry, Laurie Hill, first place,
and third places, and fourth went to
followed by Lisa Harrison and Terri Wells,
Darrell Dycas, Tracey Barer. Teresa
Kathy Roberts, and Melissa Boyd;
Suiter, Harriet Hood. and Shervl Rose
Whitten,
Kim
and
Physics, Tina Ratterree

MSU Insight Series To Feature
Safire, Davis Muskie And-Harris
Two 1976 presidential hopefuls, a former
top speech writer for ex-President Richard
M. Nixon, and outspoken Communist
Party-member Angela Davis compose the
cast for the annual Insight lecture series
Sponsored by the Murray State University
Student Government AssociatIton.
To be held in Lovett Auditorium April 2224 and April 30, this year's program is
entitled "Insight Into Four Perspectives of
Ameircan Life," and for the first time will
be offered to the general public without
charge. Traditionally, MSU students were
admitted free to the event, but admission
was charged for people from off-campus to
hear the nationally-known speakers.
Kicking off the program will be New
York Times columnist William Safire, who
will speak at 8 p. m. on Tuesday, April 22.

TODAY'S INDEX
Tim Sadism Way

Local Scene
Dear Abby
Opinion Page ..
Horoscope
Sports
Comics, Crosswords
Classifieds
Deaths & Funerals
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Writing Cold Checks A New Game
By NANCI PETERSON
Writing cold checks became a new game
in Kentucky at the first of the year when
the new Kentucky penal code went into
effect
As of Jan. 1, the law offers more
protection to the party who writes(issues )
the check, and less to the party who cashes
it.
If the game were a new edition of
"Monopoly," the rules might be changed
to read "give a 10 day notice to cover
check" or "present check to bank for
payment In 30 days of raceivim it in order
to rideern Its cash
What these regulitiona.really mean is
that now the party accepting a check must
present the check to a bank withint 30 days
of receiving It in order to redeem its cash
——
ie.•
Should the check "bounce" or be
dishonored by its bank for "insufficient
funds" the party must notify the individual

changed by the new penal code so that
who wrote the check that it was dishonored
writing a dishonored check of under $100
and its cash value should be covered
draws up to 12 months in the county jail
''The problem is that the cold checker
and-or a $500 fine. A check for more than
must be notified 10 days in advance of the
$100 which "bounces" can earn the issuer
issuance of a warrant that the check is
from one to five years in a state penitencold," says Sid Easley, Calloway County
tiary and-or a $1,000 fine.
Attorney. "And notification must be given
Included in the new code is a phrase
by certified, receipt requested letter, 31
implying that guilt is inferred by a court if
person or by telephone directly to the
the dishonored check is not covered by its
person who originally issued the check.
issuer within the 10 day period, after
If a business or individual fails to get
notification has occurred.
accurate or sufficient address from the
Cases concerning checks of under $100
person issuing a check, notification, maY
are tried in the county court, and those
become impossible. And without
filed over checks of more than CM are
notification, no warrant can be issuedbound over to the grand jury of the circuit
"Law enforcement officials cannot
court.
arrest any person without a warrant, and
.
"This law, in effect, requiresspersone
can really do nothing about cold, cheek
who cash checks to be" very careful
writers until they have been notified and*
Identifying the perston, and to use elitist,'
warrant issued," said F.asley.
"However„ they do help occksiontillY bY - iraitps avaika_ble to.. do Sp„Ae.CIAILse,,g...1
aitife"- cant identify him, you Cid'!"'notify him,
in/at-gating the -iv' heieabouts
and if you can't notify him of a cold check,
dividual who issues a hfd check." he
no criminal action you can take,"
added.
ey.Easiy
said Easlis
Penalties for "cold checking" were also

announced he will seek the Democratic
Party nomination in the 1976 presidential
race, was a contender in the 1972 campaign until he was forced to withdraw
because of lack of financial support. He is
considered one of the foremost proponents
of the populist movement in the U. S.
today.
Ms. Davis, cleared of conspiracy
charges by California and U. S. officials
after being only the third woman in history
to be placed upon the FBI's "Ten Most
Wanted" list following the 1970 Soledad
jailbreak incident, will speak at 8 p rn
Thursday, April 24. A one-time instructor
of philosophy at UCLA, she studied exThe Murray Planning Commission
tensively abroad before joining the
reviewed two Items in its regular meeting
and has been a target of
Tuesday night, according to City Planner Communist Party
controversy for her anti-capitalism views
Dan Grimes.
about U. S. society.
Approval was given to a new base map
The following week on Wednesday, April
701
a
under
for
for the city, as contracted
30,
U. S. Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of Maine
federal contract. Funds for the new map,
governor of Maine, he was the first
conthe
under
projects
other
as well as
presidential nomination of the Democratic
tract come to the city through the Office
Party, Muskie was a front runner for the
for Local Government, which distributes
bid in 1972 until a series of crucial primary
local plannirig funds.
diftuned his chances. A two-time
defeats
Also reviewed was a preliminary plat for
first
a new subdivision planned by Clarence governor of Maine, he was the
(See Insight, Page 12
Hortin on Highway 121 Bypass. The plat
calls for six lots on the north side of 121
and will be the subject of a public hearing
set by the planning commission for April
n. The final plat will be presented at that
time.

Safire, who was former President Nixon's
chief speechwriter through five political
campaigns, writes the "Essay" column
based in Washington, I/ C., which appears
in over 100 newspapers around the world.
At 8 p. rri. Wednesday, April 23, former
U.S.Sen. Fred R. Harris of Oklahoma will
make his presentation. Harris, who has

Planning Body
Reviews Items

Albee Play To
Be Presented
Thursday Night
Edward Albee's play entitled "The
American Dream" will be presented by
the Division of Theatre Arta at Murray
State University Thursday. April 17.
Scheduled for an 8 p. m. curtain time in
the University Theatre in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building, the one-act production
will feature an all-student cast directed by
Sally Hamrick, a Benton senior.
The play is described by the author as
"an examination of the American scene,
an attack on the substitution at artificial
for real values in our society..." ,
Cast members are: Rick Stevens,
Daddy; Marcy Maddox, Mommy; Debbie
Shinners, Grandma; Jackie Smith, Mrs.
Barker; and Brad HoIrrifolt,
The designer is Dave Dowdy.
Admission is open to the general public
at 50 cents per person or season ticket

Dog Taken
From Pound
Sought Here

A blond, long haired, small cocker
spaniel was taken from the County
dog pound on the night of April 14,
1975.
This dog was under quarantine
because it had bitten a child. The
dog had been under observation for
only seven days and must be observed for another seven days or the
child that was bitten will have to
take the rabies shots.
The dog has not been vaccinated
against rabies, officials said
"If anyone knows the whereabouts
Contact the.
of. this
Calloway Ceunty Health Department. Any information will be held
,•confidential by.this dgiartmerit. We ,
are only interested in previsting th
-.shad Irma laimina-Aa--lebe.ssiloite---is
shots," said R. I. Cooper, Adm.,
Calloway County Health Department.
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To Marry In May

Two Prenuptial Events Held

71ir Murray
Ledger • Times

ig

Doctor
in the Kitchen'

In Honor Of Cindy Colson
0

Miss Cindy Colson, April 27th
bride-elect of Steve Payne, was
the honoree at two prenuptial
events held on Saturday, April
5.
The first was a coffee given
by Mrs. Dub Polly, Mrs. Jiggs
Lassiter, Mrs. Phillip Mitchell,
Mrs. Chad Stewart, and Mrs.
Vernon Cohoon at the lovely
home of Mrs. Polly in Canterbury Estates.
For the occasion Miss Colson
wore blue embroidered slacks
and top with a voile overblouse
and was presented a corsage of
daisies. Mrs. Cletus Colson, the
honoree's mother, Mrs. James
Payne, mother of the groom-tobe, were also presented daisy
corsages by the hostesses.
Guests were invited into the
dining room where refreshments were served from a table
covered with a natural color
imported outwork linen cloth
and silver coffee service.
Centering the table was a lovely
spring bouquet of daisies, iris,
snapdragons, and baby's
breath.
The hostesses' wedding gift to
Miss Colson was a copper and
brass chafing dish.
Later on April 5 a taco supper
was served in the lovely home of
Mrs. Henry Fulton honoring
Miss Colson.
The guests assembled in the

living room and were invited
into the spacious candle-lit
family room where tables were
covered with red and white
checked cloths and burning
candles. The Mexician theme
was further carried out with
masks and sombreros adorning
the brick wall around the
fireplace. The serving table was
covered with a red linen cloth
and held a large watermelon
centerpiece and burning candles.
The honoree chose from her
trousseau a cream colored two
piece slack suit with Mexican
embroidery and was presented
a red and black corsage by the
hostesses who were Mrs.
Fulton, Mrs. Johnny Rayburn,
Mrs. Terry Hart, and Miss
Susan Johnson.
Later the guests returned to
the living room where Miss
Colson opened her shower gifts.
The guest list included
classmates of the honoree, her
mother, Mrs. Cletus Colson, and
her mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
James Payne.
The hostesses' gift to the
bride-to-be was a green ceramic
.•
lamp.
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Calloway Homemakers
Take Bus Trip To St. Louis
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Miss Jo Ann Chaney

The Murray Shrine Club held
its regular dinner and social
meeting at the Triangle Inn on
Saturday, April 5.
Noble Ed Stacey reminded
the group of the bus trip to the
Lexington Unit of the Shrine
Hospital on Sunday, April 13.
The club welcomed a new
member, Noble Dan Redden,
and his wife, Caroline, who have
recently moved to Murray from
New Jersey.
Noble Milton Jones, president
of Rizpah Clowns, reminded the
group of the Clown Dance to be
held Saturday, April 26, at the
Woodmen Hall.
E.
Moffett,
William
Illustrious Potentate, was
unable to attend due to a
meeting at Rizpah Temple.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Jackson, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Persall, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norwine, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Freed Cotham, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Folsom, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Stacey, Mr. and Mrs
Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Redden, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Wilson, and Mrs. Ruth Moffett.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn had as their
guest
their son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Gerry
Lumley of Nashville, Tenn.
The next meeting will be held
Saturday, May 3, at the
Triangle Inn. .
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To Be At

Oaks Country Club
YOU CANNOT RUN FROM THE.
BREATH STOPPING
PANIC OF

Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club on
• Saturday, April 19, from 7:30 to
8:30 a. m. for members and
• guests.
•••••.: Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Brewer
and Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Parker
will be in charge of the break•`:•••••••:*******. fast.
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Shade Problems?
Elfin'Impatiens will do the trick (that's why we call
hem the "Shade Solvers"). Elfins really bloom in the
•hade at the same time they stay low and compact. Just
lant and add water. You've filled your shady spot with
olor all summer.
Stop in now for the Elfins and all your gardening
eeds. It's spring!

CMSgt. and Mrs. William C. Chaney of Carswell A. F. B., Fort
Worth, Texas, formerly of Murray, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Jo Ann, to James Michael Gentry, son of Mrs.
Jane Kirk of Fairdealing.
Miss Chaney, a 1972 graduate from Calloway County High
School,is presently a junior at Murray State University.
Mr. Gentry, a 1972 graduate from North Marshall High School,
is employed by Calvert City Lumber Company,Calvert City.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 17, at 6:30 p
m. at the First Baptist Church, Calvert City.

The Golden Age Club held its
regular monthly meeting on
Friday, April 4,in the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church.
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon with Dr. James
Fisher giving the invocation.
Host and hostesses were Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Burgoyne and
Mrs. Flora Ford.
"Parade of Hats" contest was
the highlight of the social hour.
First prize went to Mrs. Joe
Gertzen who wore a hat of red,
white and blue carrying out the
Bicentennial motif. Most
original hat was worn by Mrs.
Bryan Tolley which was her
wedding hat she wore forty-five
years ago. The funniest hat was
worn by Mrs. Oulalya Johnson.
Mrs. Gertzen on behalf of the
club presented a wedding gift to
Mrs. Fisher for Rev. Mickey
Carpenter and his bride to be
who were married that Friday
evening. The group sang
"Happy Birthday" to Mrs. Ford
and Bryan Tolley who were
celebrating their birthdays.
Appointed to the nominating
committee by Mrs. Gertzen
were Mrs. 0. C. McLemore,
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, Bryan
Tolley, and Roger Burgoyne.
Host and hostesses for the
May 2nd meeting will be Otis

Dorothy Group
Has Luncheon
At Miller Home
The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church Women
met on Tuesday, April 1, at the
home of the chairman, Mrs.
Homer Miller, for the regular
meeting following the general
meeting of the Baptist Women
held at the church.
Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger
presented the program and then
presented a gift from the group
to the guest of honor for the
luncheon, Mrs. Richard Walker.
Rev. Walker was also a guest
and gave the invocation.
Following the luncheon an
open discussion was held by the
group with Rev. and Mrs.
Walker answering questions
about their life and work in
Brazil.

LAST
WEEK

Members and guests of the
Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs made an all day bus trip
to St. Louis, Mo., on Thursday,
April 10.
The group left Murray at 4:30
a.m. by bus with their first stopat the 630 foot Gateway Arch,
tallest national monument in
the United States.
Lunch was served on the
Robert E. Lee houseboat.
The Chatillon-Demenil House,
built in 1848, was next cn the
schedule. A natural cave is
located beneath the property
called Cherokee Cave. The
house has been restored by
Landmarks Association as a
memorial to the era, 1840-1870.
The last place visited by the
group was the Missouri
Botanical Garden, known as
Shaw's Garden.
Making the trip were
Mesdames
Martha
But-
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briefly an experience of worship
that was meaningful in her life.
The meeting was closed with
prayer.
Mrs.
DeRoy
Provine,
cohostess, served apple pie,
coffee, and spice tea to the
fifteen members and two
guests.
Those present, not previously
mentioned, were Mesdames
Elbert
Allbritten, Owen
Brandon, Ralph Edwards, John
McCullough, H. A. Newport,
Jack Roach, Lowes Smotherman, J. R. Taylor, Claude
White, Roy Burk, Tom Scruggs,
members and Mrs. Nomon
Bogard and Mrs. Berta Hines,
guests.

Here are some questions often stomach longer than protein or
asked about nutrition. And an- carbohydrate. Protein is next
Carbohydrates digest the
swers which I hope will help
quickest This is why they are
Q. What is nutrient density? I known as quick energy foods and..
hear the expression used but I in a sensible diet. are figured as
don't understand its meaning.
energy foods
A. Nutrient density is a term
Q. What portion of the day's
used to describe the degree to calories should one eat at a given
which an individual food offers im- meal?
portant nutrients in relation to the
A. This is a question that cercalories the food contains The ap- tainly is best resolved by inproach here is that all of us should dividuals in their own way. There
only consume as many calories as is no general agreement on an anwe expend each day. Otherwise swer. But some observations can
we will be overweight. So this be made. Many overweight permeans we must live on a caloric sons eat little or nothing during
budget And this, in turn, means the day. then wolf down a big meal
we must first eat foods that give in the evening, perhaps eating
us a lot of nutrients for the calories throughout the evening, with
they "cost" us. In other words, we snacks and all. Some people have
should first eat foods that are recommended six meals a day.
"dense" or "rich" in nutrients like Other* say the evening meal.
protein, vitamins and minerals. especially, should be light, not
Milk and meat are good examples high-fat, if it is to be followed by
of foods that provide important just sitting around and then
quantities of nutrients along with sleeping. But there is a lot of
calories.
agreement that three or four
Q. What do nutritionists mean meals a day, with a reasonable
of calories, protein
when they talk about the "satiety distribution
and other nutrients at each meal,
value" of a food?
are probably a good idea
A. This refers to foods that
Q. What does the term "balan"stick to your ribs." foods that
have staying power Some foods ced diet" mean?
A Simply that one's meals contake longer than others to digest
and thus satisfy us longer It is tain the recommended balance of
longer before we get hungry the various nutrients we need. The
again These foods are regarded nutrients interact and should be
as having "satiety value." Foods consumed together This is the
that have the most fat in them basis for recommending the fourhave the most satiety value food-group approach. so you will
because fat remains in the consume a wide variety of foods.
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For Information

Regarding
PARIS SPEAKER
Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller will be the
speaker at the Executive's
Night banquet to be held by the
Paris Chapter of National
Secretaries Association on
Tuesday, April 22, at Paris
Landing Inn.

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8858
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Our Prices Start At 84.00 Sq. Foot.
Ix 12 Only $376.90
Ix 12 Red Barn $S28.00

30 Mile
Free Delivery

We build all sizes & types of Portable Buildings with wood,
concrete,or dirt floors. Let us bid on your Lake Cottage,Boat
House and carports. Located on Hicks Cemetery Rd. off
Hwy.121 South one mile South of Cherry Corner.

... spring is here, bare up, show off
those good lookin' Legs In one of
these strawy new sun-loving styles.
A. White or Brown Leather. Wooden
Wedge. Made in Italy. Reg. $12.97.
B Cushion Insole. White, Tan or
Blue. Reg $7.97.
C. Wood-like sole Assorted Colors
Made in Italy. Reg. $4.97.
D. Direct from Italy. New spring
colors Reg $7 97.

SAVE
$2.0
Mach
in Italy
Sandal
SAVE $1.07 leather
Otis' Soft
fdaeci
ps
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Sparkling Solitaire
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terworth, Edna Butler, Marilyn
Bazzell, Augusta Connor,
Joanne Cavitt, Judy Cunningham, Shelia Cain, Linda
Cooper, Clarence Culver, Jane
Douglas, Evelyn
Dixon,
Eleanor D'Angelo, Barbara
Gillum, Gladys Guptort, Jute
Hutson, Ruby Harrell, Jo
Hancock, Marilyn Herndon,
Joyce Herndon, Cheryl Hudson,
Wayne Hardie, Donna Jackson,
Patricia Johnston, Lena Jones,
Faye Key, Burma McDaniel,
Murrell
Madrey,
Joyce
McKenzie, Hilda Orr, Clara
Jean Paschall, June Pritchett,
Cherrie Paschall, Lowell
Palmer, Anita Perry, Paula
Palmer, Marvin Parks, Judy
Stahler, Elizabeth Smith,
Beverly Shelton, Mary Shipley,
Alfred Taylor, Irene Tucker,
Barletta Wrather, Johnnie
Walker, Wanda Wiliford, and
Gladys Young.

Mrs. J. W. Jones Directs Program
At Hazel Methodist Women's Meet

Harrison, Mesdames Gladys
Hale, Ruby Harrell, Mary
Gertzen, and Sadie Harrell.
Members and guests attending were Paul 1Cingins, Otis
The Hazel United Methodist
Harrison, Jesse Ross, Dr. and
Church Women met in the home
Mrs. James Fisher, Rev.
of Mrs. Olga Freeman on
Martin Mattingly, Miss Erin
Tuesday evening, April 1, at
Montgomery, Mesdames
7:30.
Gladys Hale, Rose Burgoyne,
Mrs. Freeman, president,
Meme Mattingly, Ruby Barnes,
opened the meeting with Mrs.
Artis Fuqua, Hildred Sharpe,
Koslta Jones giving the inKatie Overcast, Sadie Harrell.
vocation. Reports were given by
Mattie Parker, Tennessee
the secretary, the treasurer,
Outland, Eunice Shekell, Myra
and the chairmen of the Arra
Crawford, Electra Andrus,
Dunn and Carolyn Circles.
Oulalya Johnson, Flora Ford, Announcements were made
Robbie Harrison, Modena
regarding
Mission
the
Butterworth, and Elsie Lovett,
Saturation, Day of Time Apart,
Messrs
and
Mesdames and the
Retreat at Lakeshore.
Clarence Horton, Lawrence
The president read a poem
Wheeler, Joe Gertzen, Bryan
which had been published in the
Tolley, and Will Rose.
Murray Ledger dr Times
sometime in the late 30's. It was
called "Limericks on the Hazel
M. E. Missionary Society." By
Mrs. W. B. Scruggs (Effie). The
CANTRELL BOY
late Mrs. Scruggs had menMr. and Mrs. Billy R. Cantrell tioned members of the society
of Murray Route Seven are the at that time with humorous
parents of a baby boy, Geoffrey rhymes regarding the part each
Lance, weighing eight pounds played in the society's work.
four ounces, born on Wed- Eight of these members are
nesday, April 9, at 9:48p rn.t deceased.
the Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. J. W. Janes directed the
Hospital.
program entitled -What Is
The father is employed at Worship." She approached the
Airco Alloys, Calvert City. The theme by means of a tape which
mother is on leave of absence recorded the various distracfrom the Murray City Schools. ting noises that prevail in the
Grandparents are Mr. and homes preventing the proper
Mrs. William B. Cantrell of atmosphere for spiritual
Mayfield Route Four and Mr. worship.
and Mrs. George W. Tucker of
An interesting discussion
Mayfield. Great grandparents followed her talk on the
are Mrs. Nellie Ramsey of "Meaning and Changing PatMayfield and Graves Gilbert of terns Of 'Worship." Each
McKenzie, Tenn.
member was given an opportunity to recall and relate
NANCE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Nance of
Route Two,Puryear, Term., are Hairdressers Meet
the parents of a baby boy,
Anthony Eric, weighing seven At Shop On Monday
pounds eleven ounces, born on
The Murray Hairdressers
Tuesday, March 25, at the met at Judy and Shere's Beauty
Murray-Calloway County Shop on Monday, April 14, for
Hospital.
the regular monthly meeting.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Presenting the program was
Mrs. Thomas Nance of Route Debbie Miller who demonTwo, Puryear, Tenn., and Mr strated new products of the
and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall of Image Company and also gave
Murray Route Four. Great a demonstration on analyzing
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs hair with a scope.
Bernice Boyd of Murray, Mrs
president,
Curd,
Judy
Roy Nance of Paris, Term., and presided and introduced the
Mrs. Mary Green of Murray speaker.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Dr. and Mrs. Louis Reams Wilkerson of Raleigh, N. C., announce the engagement of their daughter, Louise Highsmith, to
Gene Thomas Wells, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Thomas Wells,
also of Raleigh, N. C.
The bride-elect is attending the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro, where she is a member of Mu Phi Epsilon music
sorority.
Mr. Wells is attending North Carolina State University. He is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Glyco Wells and Mrs.;van Futrell
and the late Mr. Futrell, all of Murray.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, June 7.

Golden Age Cub Has Lancheon Meet;
"brae Of Hats" Contest Conducted

lr

by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

Miss Wilkerson To Wed
Gene Thomas Wells, Jr.

Shrine Club
Has Dinner
At Triangle
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Men's,Big Boys' Action-style Oxford
White with Blue Stripes. 0490
Reg. $I3 97 Men's Sizes ql
1
2-6.
7-12, Big Boys' 2/

Open Nights 'til 9
* Use Yttisr MASTER CHARGE Card
5.1-Mr StieWint Center
- Murray
Sat s_S

Gettoknow us: you'll lute us.
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PERSONALS
ATTEND MEET
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker,
Murray, state treasurer of the
Business and Professional
Women's Clubs, Mrs. Helen
Hassell, and Mrs. Madelle
Talent, all members of the
Murray B. & P. W. Club, attended the special celebration
of the 53rd birthday of the
Mayfield Club and the 10th
birthday of the Emblem Club
held at the Holiday Inn,
Mayfield, on April 10.

Tit

GREAT GETAWAy
OFFER
TRAVEL COMPANION KIT
GIFT-WITH-PURCHASE
Merle Norman Cleansing
Cream Lotion, Fresh'n Fair
Lotion4loisture Lotion and
Shape Sheen Shampoo—
all four in a Great Getaway
weekend travel case. All
yours, now, as our
complimentary gift with this
coupon and any $6 Merle
Norman cosmetic purchase!'
Come,today!
Only at your

Saturday, April 19
Breakfast will be served from
7:30 to 8:30 a. m. at the Oaks
Country Club for members and
guests.

Wife Craves Attention
While Hubby Pets the
Dog
By Abigail Van Buren
CtsIcego Tribuna-t4 Y Newt Synd ,

DEAR ABBY: If you could see my home, car and clothes
closet, you would probably think I was the luckiest woman
in BoSTon. Well, I'm not. But I could be the most frustrated.
I sometimes want,affection so much I could just curl up and
die.
Nly husband is a very successful businessman. I know he
loves me, but he's not the demonstrative type. He shows
our dog a lot of affection, though. Abby, you don't know
how frustrating it Is for me to sit there and watch my
husband with the dog on his lap. He cuddles him and
scratches his neck. That pup gets rnore loving than I do!
I just hate to be the one to "always make the first move.
Why' are men so dumb? When we go to bed at night and he
wraps those big, strong arms around me. I'm so happy, I
hate to fall asleep. He's so good and dear and sweet and
INSENSITIVE...and I'm so frustrated What should! do?
Sign me,
"PLENTY OF NOTHING IN BOSTON"

Opera
Workshop
PerWednesday, April 16
Murray Open Duplicate formance, directed by Prof.
Bridge Club will meet at seven Henry Bannon, will be at
University School auditorium at
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
8:15 p.m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p. m.
Spaghetti dinner will be
served from 6:30 to 7:30 p. m. at
Hazel Senior Citizens will
the United Campus Ministry by
meet at the Hazel City Hall at
one p. m. with the craft lesson Murray-Calloway County
Chapter of NOW.
on Macrame. Note change of
time.
All Campus Sing will be held--__First-United Methodist Men
by Sigma Alpha Iota on the will have a dinner at the social
hall at six p. m. Note change in
Library steps at MSU at 4:30 p.
time.
m.

Senior Citizens will have a
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
Center.

Murray
Business
and
Professional Women's Club will
meet at the Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p. m.

Chapter M PEO will meet at
nine a. m. for breakfast at the
home of Mrs. Harry Sparks,
Paradise Resort. Note change
in time.

Women of the Moose will
Janelle Doyle Group of First
MSU Women's Society spring
Baptist Church will meet with meet at the lodge hall with the
Mrs. Larry Mayfield at 7:30 p. executive board at seven p. m. luncheon will be at twelve noon
at the Murray Woman's Club
and business at eight p. m.
m.
Muse.
The Home Department of the
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at Community Room of Murray Woman's Club will
Dees Bank of Hazel at seven p meet at the club house at 10:30
Sunday, April 20
a, m,for the talk by Willard Ails
111.
Open house will be held at
and then go to lunch at Colonial 2:30 p. m. at the HenryHouse Smorgasbord.
Calloway County Recreational
Temple Hill Chapter No -5W
Club. The public is invited to
Friday, April 18
Order of the Eastern Star will
tour the facilities and to call
Bingo will be played at eight
meet at the Masonic Hall for
board members if interested in
p. m. at the Murray Country
inspection at 7:30 p. m.
membership.
Club.

DEAR PLENTY: Don't sit around waiting for your
hormones to dry up. MAKE your husband notice you. You
may have to shove the dog off his lap, but you can make it
up to him (the dog I come "BE KIND TO ANIMALS
WEEK."
And what's wrong with making the first move? It's better
than no moves at all. Be aggressively affectionate. Some
men LIKE to be pursued. Try it, and if nothing happens,
you haven't lost anything.
DEAR ABBY: Do you knene-e4.•terretrgarnz7trtion or
medical school that might be intereitedin buying a person's
body?
I have always wanted to donate my body to science since
I don't relish the thought of being buried. Bilt with .times
being so bad right now, I'd like to sell my body to a medical
school that would pay me in advance. The money would
come in- very handy now.
By the way, I sure do enjoy your column. I can't get over
some of those kooks who write to you.
A MAINE READER
DEAR READER: I know of no organization or medical
school that pays for bodies. People leave their bodies as a
"gift" to a medical school.

noRmnn
cosmETIC STUDIO
MERLE

MURRAY
107 North 4th Street_
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Thursday, April 17
Men's Stag Night will be held
at the Murray Country Club
aith Henry Fulton, James Dale
Clopton, Cecil Farris, and
Conrad Jones as hosts.

Thursday, April 17
Senior recital of Kathy Hunt,
Paducah, piano, will be at the.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
MSU, at 8:15 p. m.
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DEAR ABBY: After reading about the mother who was
upset because she couldn't get her teenagers to keep their
rooms reasonably neat, I had to share this amusing incident
with you:
My home is always neat and orderly—with the exception
of my teenage daughter's bedroom, which was always a
mess. Drawers open, clothes thrown everywhere, her bed
unmade, etc. . .
I fussed, threatened, punished, but to no avail. Finally I
just gave up and kept her bedroom door closed all the time
so I wouldn't have to look at the mess.
One day our house was robbed. For some strange reason,
all the burglars took were the television sets. I called the
police, and they sent two policemen to investigate. They
asked me to accompany them while they checked each room
in the house to find out if anything else was missing.
When they opened the door of my daughter's bedroom,
they gasped,"Good grief —they certainly ransacked THIS
room!''
I calmly replied, "No. It always looks like this."
SAN RAFAEL MOTHER

• • •tinss '<testa/nu ue
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to w.-ite letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (20( envelope.
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INTERIOR PAINT SALE
PAINT & SAVE WITH

New Nescafe
/ Decaffeinated
in the green label,
j
; 97% caffein free.

HY-KLAS QUALITY GUARANTEED PAINT PRODUCTS
1111D'

Reg. $10.50
Reg. $5.50
Sale Price

Sale Price'
$7.95 gal.

$4.95 gat
Quick &
Easy

Deluxe
Wall-Trim

SAVE
25%

•

oft
of
• styles.
, Wooden
- $12.97.
.n or

UP TO

Latex

Choose from White &
1040 Colors'

Flat Wall
. Colors
r
pring

Latex
Semi-Gloss

Reg $7.50
Sale Price
$5.95 gal

If you love coffee and th.1 like to save money. WO. here's an offer you'll
really like.- Use the cotipon below and save SW on your next purchase oi
Nescafe instant coffee. Regular or new Decaffeinated. Then. send
.us the timer seal from your jhr and as an added bonus, well send you 50(.
Nescafe is the largest selling brand of instantcoffee in the world.
And now it comes decaffeinated with the same kind of flavor, but 97%
caffein.free_
So clip the coupon below and save 110W on Nescaki% 100% coffee. Regular or
new Decaffeinated. tither way, youll get the kind of flavor that made- us the
world's largest selling _brand of instant coffee

Reg $9.25
Sale Price

$7.75 gal. 49.,

110
Stock Wallpaper

11
:0
74-21.4841

PRESENT THIS COUPON TO YOUR GROCER
1110111
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We sell & Install Corot & Vinyl Floor
viriig.
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EDITORIAL

More Realistic
Estimates Needed
The revelation by Murray City
Councilman Howard Koenen
Thursday night that a remodeling
project in City Hall had cost the
city more than four times the
estimated cost creates a certain
amount of concern in our minds.
The council had approved an expenditure of $750 for the project,
which involved partitioning a portion of the upstairs of the building.
Koenen told the council that final
agures on the project totaled over
$3,100.
According
to
Koenen's
statement, the carpet for the
project cost $1,105, more than the
council-approved $750 total for the
project.

The feeling among the members of the council was that in the
future, project estimates should
be more realistic. We could not
agree more. A cost-overrun of
over $2,350 on an estimated $750
project is inexcusable. At the very
least', the members of the council
should have been apprised of the
expected additional cost prior to
the completion of the project.
We feel that this is an isolated
incident and not indicative of the
general administration of our
city's business. We hate to think
what would happen to our city
government if Pentagon-style
cost over-runs and Washingtonstyle deficit spending became a
way of life here.

Sensing The NeLes
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: Land Use Debate
Among the nation's academic centers,
none is doing more important work in
public education than the Center for
Science, Technology and Political Thought
at Boulder, Colorado.
Under the leadership of Dr. Edward
Rozek, president and executive director,
this new Center has focused attention on
issues of vital importance to the American
people at this time. Last year, Dr. Rozek
conducted major conferences on national
resources and advanced energy systems.
In mid-May, the Center will sponsor a
"Land Use Conference" in Denver, Colo.
As in the previous Center conferences, a
variety of viewpoints will be represented
in the Land Use Conference. Not only will
President Gerald Ford address the conference, but participants will include such
disparate interests as land developers and
the Sierra Club.
On the domestic front, few subjects are
more significant than land use controls.
Few issues produce more controversy.
Last year a tremendous effort was launched in the Congress to enact a federal
land use bill. After months of battling, the
House of Representatives voted 211 to 204
to kill the legislation. But the effort is
being renewed. And in the states heavy
pressure is being applied on legislators to
enact state controls.
Vermont pioneered in land use control
legislation. Three years ago, The Vermont
Watchman recently noted, "Vermont was
the joy and delight of the national environmental protection movement. It was
the first state to adopt a wide-ranging
state-level environmental protection
process. By 1974, "reporters were
beginning to come to Vermont to see what
had gone wrong."
Why?
The Watchman gave this reason for
Vermonter's disillusionment:
'Vermonters slowly came to realize that
implicit in the series of land use plans and

HARRIGAN
regulations offered by the environmentalists was a threat more serious
even than the no growth' philosophy
which would cost them jobs and housing.
For the land use plan carried in it the
premise that privately-owned free-hold
property is to be no more; that henceforth.
all property would be 'social property:
held rather than owned by individuals for
the benefit of the society at large, i.e., the
State."
This ,"social proierty" theory, openly
espoused by only a very small number of
land use control advocates, meant that the
state would impose restrictions that virtually cancelled the rights of property
owners.
The opponents of land use controls
believe that such controls are incompatible with a free society. They
regard new land use controls as breaking
with the concept of land as a private asset.
The "social property" theorists, like
socialists, hold that land is a public
resource.
One of the first major acts of the
socialist government in post-war Britain
was to create the Town and County
Planning Act. "Since 1947," U. S. News &
World Report declared last year, "the
wide-ranging limitations on individual
freedom have evolved considerably."
Do Americans want their rights limited
through land use controls? Action in
Congress and the state legislatures will
give the answer to that question. In the
meantime, it is very important that the
philosophical and practical implications of
land use controls be thoroughly discussed
and debated.
The Center for Science, Technology and
Political Thought is providing an important, non-partisan forum for discussion
of how land will be used and how laws
affecting land use relate to liberties now
enjoyed by the American people. It is
essential that the American people wrestle
with the land use control issue.

Inflation Concerns More Than Recession
By NIEL HEARD
National Federation of
Independent Business, Inc.
More than four times as many independent business people are concerned
over inflation as are worried about a
recession.
In addition, a substantial segment are of
the opinion that the news media is not
giving a balanced presentation of business
news to result in an over-emphasis on
recessionary trends.
This develops from a random sample
taken of the responses from those business
owners who have registered for the small
business confefence in Washington, D. C.
on June 15 called by Wilson W. Johnson,
president of the National Federation of
Independent Business.
All of the conference registrants are
being asked es rather tough "Hobson's
ihoice" question as follows. it is claimed
the nation is on the horns of a dilemma,
namely, inflation and recession. Would
you prefer strong anti-inflationary
measures even though they stopped sales,
or would you prefer further inflation which
would maintain sales?"
Of the total respondents, 60.6 per cent
reply they would rather see strong antiinflation measures even if it curtailed their
sales, while 1.5.1 per cent say they would
prefer to see sales maintained even if it
requires more inflation. The remaining
24.3 per cent either express no opinion, or
the sentiment some sort of a balance can
be worked out.
Asked if they felt the news media was
doing a good, medium, or bad job in
presenting business news, especially in

An Ohio automotive parts distributor
says more employment needs "A new
federal administration with a firm hand
which will approach government and the
people and business from a long range
viewpoint. It is my opinion our current
condition has ben created by politicians
taking a whole series of unwise, short
range approaches."
A Tennessee retailer feels news media is
creating a climate of recession saying
"Need to talk positive. It is disheartening
to hear Cronkite, Reasoner and Chancellor
tell new tales of woe about the economy,
"There are a lot of places doing good
business."
The owner of a Connecticut department
store with 20 employees comments, The
news media, in general, is largely
responsible for creating our depression
atmosphere, with their cries of doom and
gloom. In our area the job picture is
relatively good. Industry lay-offs have
been minimal."
Another answer to the job problem is
given by the owner of a Texas machine
shop with 20 employees, who says in answer to the employment problem, "In this
area there is an urgent need for more and
better qualified trade schools. Machinists
and mechanic journeymen are especially
in demand."
Although founded in 1943 the first
national conference on small business was
not held by the NFIB until 1971 shortly
after the accession of Johnson to the
presidency.
In his keynote speech at that session, he
emphasized that this was a conference of
people ''engaged in the most important

The Family Lawyer

Waste ,Basket Evidence
"Once the discarded.items were
Detectives suspected that Murray. staying in downtown hotel. outside of the room,- said the
was involved in illicit gambling.
One evening they checked the
contents of his waste basket after
it had been removed from the
room by a maid. Sure enough,
they found telltale numbers slips.
When the case came to court,
Murray's lawyer objected to this
evidence on grounds of "unreasonable search and seizure." He
pointed out that the detectives had
no warrant to search the waste
basket.
But the court found the eidence admissible and Murray
guilty.

court. "they were in the public
domain."

As a rule, the constitutional sitting in a taxi, dropped a box of
protection against unreasonable pills on the floor when a policesearch and seizure does not apply man walked up. Here too the offito articles that have been aban- cer seized the box.
doned. This is true even though
In these circumstances, howthey were abandoned under the ever, a court decided later that
pressure of pursuit.
the box could not be used as eviIn another case a speeding mo- dence. The court said that altorist. noticing a police car fot- - though it had been laid aside molowing him, tossed a package of mentarily. it was still within the
narcotics out the window into an man's reach—still, for all pracopen field.
tical purposes, within his possesPolice retrieved the package. sion.
And again, a court ruled that the
"An occupied taxicab." obevidence was valid. The court said served the
judge, "is not to be
the man had clearly abandoned compared
with an open field."
possession of the package before
the police picked it up.
An American Bar Association
But there must also be an in- public service feature by Will
tent-to-abandon. Another man, Bernard.

Disaster Syndrome Being Replaced
By Crisis Syndrome In Many Circles

NEW YORK (AP) — The disaster syndrome, in which a lot of people were convinced that the disintegration of economic
society lay ahead, has been replaced in
recent weeks by the crisis syndrome.
There is a vast difference. Economic
society can live with crises. By some
definitions, in fact, that is what economic
society is today, just one crisis after
another. But crises can be solved, and
economic society goes on.
There are signs now that the world is
getting over its shocks and is about to look
at its problems realistically and even go
about trying to solve some of them with
some degree of hope.
The Office for Economic Cooperation,
made up of the world's leading trading
nations, feels that inflation is tending to be
less extreme, down from 15 per cent late in
1974 to 9.5 per cent for the three months ending with February.
Prices don't rise forever, we have learned, after having that notion imprinted on
our brains for most of the past decade. For
four straight months U.S. wholesale prices
have fallen. Farm prices have been sharply
lower.
HEARTLINE
Heartline: I am a retired U. S. Civil
While the latter won't do farmers any
1400-543-2450
Service employee. Can a man I owe some
good — in fact, it demonstrates that the upHEARTLINE is a service for Senior
money have my check garnished? — 0. S.
down misfortunes of farming remain built
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
Answer: No, cannot be done.
•
into the system — they do offer some
— fast. Call Monday through Friday from
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for
reassurance that there is some give and
9 a.m. until 5 p.m. or write HEAR- regular eye glasses? — Mr. S. L.
take in the market place.
TLINE,8514 North Main St., Dayton, Ohio,
Answer: No, only the special corrective
It is now more credible to argue that the
45415. Remember HEARTLINE pays for catarac lens needed after the removal of a
petrodollar outflow to the Mideast isn't
all calls on its toll-free number.
catarac.
going to destroy Western civilization but
1-800-543-2450
that conceivably it could be turned into a
Heartline: I am 58 and on disability
gain. Many Western business enterprises
social security, III switch over to widows
already are prospering from going where
benefits at age 60, will I lose my
the money goes.
Medicare'—Mrs. D. M. S.
And as they were afraid, and
While the old issues remain part of the
Answer: No,you would still be classified bowed down their
faces to the scene as the newer issues
emerge, the latas disabled, even though you are drawing earth, they said unto them,
Why ter don't seem to be branded
with the same
widows benefits.
seek ye the living among the dead?
despair. The world isn't coming to an
Heartline: I will retire after 30 years Luke 24:5.
with same company in December of this' Why? Because we know so few end economically, although some feelsthe
political aspect of that consideration
year. We have had no pension plan. Will who are really alive.
might
lead
to a different answer.
the pension law make them pay me a

ct

Bible Thought

1**Psic.or.
_
Answer: No,lbe pension law which -goes
into effect January 1, 1976 does not make
Iiitaiu) 14,14.wi
companies form pension plans.
Jim,. is published *very carriers.
$2.25 per month, payablis in odvonro
afternoon egeeps Sandarr Thrty- 47 -Christmas By
Heartline: My hesiband was a retired
mail irit7:7t1orivaly County ond
to &onion. Ho.
Day,
Now
Year) Day ones Ihonkssiviat byreceiving
am
Army.
I
4
serviceman from
oyi4e2U5s40l40- pal!Fornorygtorr.lt
r.ifief
Fi
4Atuirroi
.
Portv
fturAislion and Puryoor. Tenn $ 12 50
survivor benefits from him If T remarry, Ky , 42071
pet
year By mail to other
will I lose my pension?-B.F
destinotions,' S27.50 per
year
Second
Postage
at
Paid
Murray.
Class
Ky
Answer: Under survivor benefit plan
hieflIber Of
42071
las.1,014 Pro...,
(SB13) if you remarry before age 60 an,,,s,,_l
we,/ •virtilwrit
I',!.i • •
Nrie•peleep
,51
1(1%
Pi 111-, /n areas served by
nuity stops. Remarry after age 60 it
continues I
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relation to jobs,silly 4.04 per cent gave
media a good mark, 49.9 per cent of the
respondents said a bad job was being done,
while 44.4 per cent said a medium job was
being done with 2.03 per cent holding no
opinion.
The random sample covers all regions
and vocations, and in fact 7 per cent of the
responding firms in the sample are headed
by women. The average number of employees is 27. 3 per cent,,with the media
number of employees approximately 50. In
the past year 7.84 per cent of this sample
added an average of 8.15 employees while
7.39 per cent report dropping an average of
6.89 employees.
When queried on what is required to
provide more jobs,the answers are varied,
but the wjority appear to feel that
governmeskt is responsible for both
unemplont and inflation.
On the matter of more jobs, a Pennsylvania auto dealer with .20 employees
answers succinctly, "There's only one
way. Get government out of our hair, send
Congress on a 5-year vacation after they
cancel all regulatory agencies."
A New Hampshire restaurant owner
with 25 employees says, "Less government interference. Give small business the
confidence of minimal interference from
Uncle Sam and we can get the job done."
An Ohio chemcial manufacturer says,
-A 50 per cent reduction in all government
agencies." A Delaware hardware
wholesaler reports trying to hire people,
without success saying, "There are jobs
going begging. I think a lot of the problem
is psychological as the papers and TV say
things are bad, therefore they are."

Almost everyone is talking about an end
this fall to the recession, the worst since
the depression of the 1630s. The reasons offered might differ, but the conclusions
don't, and that's the "bottom line," as they
say.
May Day is coming in the securities industry,and it isn't likely to kill it off.
On the first day of that month price competition will be introduced to Wall Street
brokers, who heretofore have lived in the
anticompetitive world of fixed commission. An era will end, but not an industry.
A few months ago you could have taken
your pick of precisely documented position
papers on why the securities industry
would be driven deeper into depression,
chaos and complete collapse by competition.
You don't hear much of that talk now.
There is a quiet resignation to the
inevitable, but it cannot be compared with
the despair of the doomed being led to the

task of our times. providing joas for other
people."
By 1971, due to the constant and intensive research carried on by the NFIB
the indicators were showing a coming
'slump in employment unless the government took some major steps to expand the
Independent and small business sector
which provides 60 per cent of all private,
non-farm jobs.
This sector also accounts for 70 per cent
of all distribution, and b) 1971 the forthcoming slackening of factory orders was'
visible.
In 1975, although there is unemployment
at the factory level, so far independent
business has, according to NFIB surveys,
maintained a much higher level of employrnent. The question is how much
longer the independent business can keep
on maintaining this level of employment.
without recognition by government of the
problems and corrective measures
adopted.
Thus, the second conference called by
Johnson will be held during a time of high
unemployment in the so-called "big
business" sector, with a set of recommendations on how to forestall an employment collapse in the independent
sector.
It seems a certainty that spreading
bureaucracy will be the target of heavy
attack. This premise is not only based on
the expressed viewpoints of the NFIE
members who have registered for the
conference, but also from the lineup of
luncheon speakers who have national
reputations for their criticism of
bureaucracy. These include Governor
George Wallace of Alabama, former
California Governor Ronald Reagan, and
Mayor Joseph Alioto of San Francisco.
While the conference is sponsored by the
National Federation of Independent
Busiziess, it is open to all bona fide small
and independent business people as space
permits. The maximum available accommodations are for 3500 people, with
NFIB members given first preference.

10 Years Ago
—A forty foot pre-fabricated bridge has
been approved for the Story Chapel Road,
according to State Representative Charlie
Lassiter.
Mrs. Susie M. Scott died last night at her
home on Almo Route One.
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch, violinist,
presented the program at the meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker was elected as
president of the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club. Other new
officers are Doris Rowland, Annie Nance,
Jane Dick, and Fay Nell Flora.
New officers of the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club are Mrs. Don
Keller, Mrs. John Gregory, Mrs. W. Frank
Steely, and Mrs. Rob Ray.

gallows,as it was a few months ago.
Meanwhile, the automobile industry is
still taking its knocks, but the attitude is
different. The panic is gone. Detroit now
has faced the inevitable — consumers
Several problems relative to the
aren't enthusiastic about the product. operation of the city were discussed
at the
They had found it hard to believe.
meeting of the Murray City Council held
The public might change, however. last night with Mayor George
Hart
There are lots of indications that it soon
presiding.
will do so. The thermometer of consumer
Deaths reported are Jack Lawson, age
confidence is said to be rising again, even 77, and John C. Thompson, age 77.
though it had fallen so low as to be barely
"We spotted the first butterfly of the
measureable.
year yesterday. That means no more cold
Unemployment remains the big problem
weather," from the column, "Seen SI
and, sad to say, the outlook on that isn't as Heard Around Murray". by James
C
good as it seems to be for the economy in Williams.
general. Many forecasters feel it will perElected as new officers of the Sigma
sist at unacceptably high rates for a year Department of the Murray Woman's
Club
or more.
were Mrs. William E. Wallace, Mrs.
But there is hope to be found in what has Purdom Outland, Mrs. Allen Russell,
and
happened in so many other parts of the Mrs. Maurice Crass, Jr.
economy. The turnabout to more jobs and
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "So
less idleness might be nearer than we This Is Paris" starring Tony
Curtis anJ
think.
Gloria DeHaven.

20 Years_Ago

Let's Stay Well

Controlling Measles By Vaccine
By F.J.L Blasingame. M.D.

BLA.SINGAME

declined.
benefits, totaling $1.8 billion by hard, may cause the condition.
As far as the epidemiology of the end of 1974, would have been 'Injection with steroid is usually
measles is concerned, the dis- substantially greater and in- helpful in relieving pain.
Healing
ease is not age-specific and can creased morbidity and mortality generally takes place within
six
occur early or late in life. An prevented.weeks, hut the condition may
emphasis oil vaccinating in the
it is iNsential that we take ad- persist for several months.
An effective, live-virus vac- early, preschool years is necess- vantage of the measles vaccine
cine became available when it ary. Preschool and elementary and intensify our efforts of preQ. Mr. P.L. wants comments
was Licensed in 1963. But school children have showed a vention.
regirding mane and our health.
forecasts that measles would be lower incidence of measles since
A. This subject is a big one.
eradicated rather promptly the introduction of the vaccine.
Q. Mrs. V.B. says she has had Ozone is composed completely of
The smallest reduction of cases chest pain for several weeks, but oxygen, actually in an active
proved inaccurate.
Shortly after the introduction occured in children less than a her doctor tells her it is caused molecular form. It is a gas
that is
of the vaccine, much progress year old.
by Tietze's disease and not by irritating and to3jç to_ the
Made
in
was
cdntrtilingtheiriiF" .-Tfie-fnorTalify- rate Ihofli Med- Theari -WUtire:w She asks for rAspiratory -tract when -inhaled.
dence of measles. This satisfac- sles Ls highest in infants six to more information.
• Discharges of eiectricty may
tory result Produced at first a eleven months old. Death is mcst A. Tietzes disease mimics -the caUse ordinary oxygen to form
slump,-thew -en sip/Mille*"the—feeqtlen.tY
ivsPtram--gwvildtereortrorenary iffttdy• Mar bandriltr Mx lira-nettled 'number of cases - which in- Ty...or nervous,system
,dise4,se but_JaAge_tii_
Atrnesphasik
- • •(-mask!
mellow of csWaitrib artiftge, Printtit
e efirth from
According to an earlier report usually occurring an the left side damaging Ivavelengths of
more than 75.000 cases were reported, after a 1968 total of 22231 from the Center for Disease Con' at the attachement of the second ultraviolet light, an excess of
cases, according to a recent trot of the Department of Health. rib to the sternum, or breast which could considerably ineditorial in the Journal of the Education. and Welfare, if the bone. The condition is not due to , crease the, incidence of skin
American Medical Association. eradication in 1967 had been ac- arthritis. Strain or injury. such camerUse of measles vaccine had complished,. "the nqt economic as that caused by coughing too
0,Pkrilet ?Oft I hail l'osisr SWAM.
Measles(rubeola)is potentially
a serious disease. It is preventable, and we should be doing a
better job than we are in controlling this highly contagious ill-
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We Accept U.S. Government Food Stamps
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Potato
Chips

Help your favorite boy or girl win this fabulous trip. You'll
receive one vote for each 10 cent purchase you make at our
store. Contestants with the most votes will win.

or 70 per cent
1971 the forry orders was

Buy The Following And Receive Bonus Votes

Twin Bag
8 oz.

employment
independent
TB surveys,
level of emhow much
ss can keep
employment
ent of the
measures

500 Bonus Votes

Drinks
9154

• called by
: time of high
ailed "big
of recomtall an emindependent

Your
Choice

t spreading
get of heavy
lily based on
if the NFIE
-red for the
e lineup of
: ye national
riticism of
• • Governor
ma, former
Reagan, and
Francisco.
.red by the
Independent
a fide small
'pie as space
vailable acpeople, with
• eference.

NO Bonus Votes

500 Bonus Votes

_ Tea_

Laundry
Detergent

200 Bonus Votes
,G., Ple
Wilier

Ty.Dinne . Vanilla
r
Wafers

V
Fla-orice

Fab

,

Bes Pak

Sweepstakes

Trash Can
Liners

Mackeral

20 to 30 Gal
10 in Pkg.

79,

16 oz.-8 Bottle Carton
With Bottles or Deposit

Palmolive

Kelly

Dishwashing iquid
32 oz.

Tamales
Sweet
Gherkins

1881
()Rogers()

Fa
_
bridge has
Chapel Road,
tative Charlie

EACH
PIECE

This Week '

.t night at her
h, violinist,
meeting of
held at the

$1.00
VALUE
$1.25
VALUE
$1.25

TEASPOON

THIRD WEEK

SALAD FORK

VALUE

494:

ICE DRINK SPOON

v$Al2usE

49c

SIXTH %.41-JEEK

Del Monte

Pineapple
Juice

49c

SOUP SPOON

FIFTH WEEK

:s elected as
:usiness and
. Other new
• 'e Nance,

$5.00 PURCHASE

SECOND WEEK

.FOURTH WEEK

y Size Bars

wrn-i EACH

VALUE

491

KNIFE

$2.50
VALUE

494

he corning

weeks-

The above •chedule will be repeated twice in
for a total of 18 weeks

7 oz

Bar-B-Que
Sauce

46 oz

$1.25

DINNER FORK

Oven Pi%

0
10
$

4

59.

era.

18 oz.
Southern Style

Birds Eye

partment of
e Mrs. Don
rs. W. Frank

Cool Whip

'serf topping 9 oz.

Sara Lee

und Cake

0
•

Frosty Acres

tive to the
" at the
Council held
• •rge Hart

Broccoli Spears
Frosty Seas

Lawson, age
ge 77.
terfly of the
no more cold
n, "Seen &
James C

Breaded Shrimp
All Meat

Krey Hostess

f the Sigma
oman's Club
llace, Mrs.
Russell, and

Wieners

• atre is "So
Curtis ami

Field
No. 1 Sliced

Pride of Illinois
Cream Style

Bacon
In The
Piece

RIOE
OF ILLINOIS

89c

Tenderized Smoked
Shank Portion

Washington S+ate
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id is usually
I • in. Healing
• within six
ition may
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a big one
plettiy of
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4
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4
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4
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17-oz$
Cans

BEAT OUR PRICE' *
* * "IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY,.... YOU CAN'T
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Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
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Geese And Globetrotters Give
Super Show For Sellout Crowd

WHAT DO YOU MEAN ONLY ONE SHOT?— Court jester Geese Ausbie seems to be a bit unhappy over the
situation as the official tells him he only has one shot at the free throw line. Such scenes were common
Tuesday night in the WU Fieldhouse os Ausbie constantly clowned with the official and opposing players.

Dark Gets Kicked By
Strategy, A's Kicked
By BRUCE LOWITT
Rojas' second-inning single in backed Bill Champion's five-hit
AP Sports Writer
his stint against the Royals. pitching for the Brewers.
--It was- enough to make-Oak, Out when-the ieacieff runner-got. - Jim Palmer--beld Milwaukee.
land forget about Catfish Hunton in the eighth — through no to three hits before Pedro Garer — and enough to make A's
fault of his own — and Norris cia doubled and scored on
Manager Alvin Dark forget ...
threw a couple of bad pitches Yount's single with one out in
period.
to Tony Solaita, Dark figured it the eighth. Don Baylor dropped
When Hunter escaped from
was time to make a move. Mike Hegan's fly ball for the
his contract, and ultimately esVada Pinson had just reached first error; a wild throw by
caped from Oakland to take up firstanJoe Rudi's error at first first baseman Lee May on
residence with the Yankees in
base when Dark called for Johnny Briggs' grounder
New York, a lot of people preLindblad.
allowed Yount to score and,
dicted the gap left in the A's
"I thought he was tired when after an intentional walk to
pitching corps by the departure
I took him out," said Dark. Hank Aaron loaded the bases,
of the Cy Young Award winner
And Norris didn't deny it. "I Mark Belanger booted George
would be a damaging blow.
lost my concentration and got Scott's grounder for the third
It might have been if Mike
the ball up to Solaita," he said. run.
Norris hadn't surfaced in "I got behind. Maybe I was a
Angels 7, Twins 3
spring training', winning a spot little tired."
Bruce Bochte hit a two-run
on the A's roster, earning a
Cowens then replaced Solaita
berth in the starting rotation —
at the plate and put a Lindblad double and Bob Darwin's threeand taking over Hunter's old
pitch far over the left field base error let Mickey Rivers
race home with the tie-breaking
No. 27.
wall.
In his major league debut
"He was great,- Dark said of run in the Angels' decision over
last Thursday, Norris three-hit
Norris. "I still haven't seen Minnesota that gave Nolan
Ryan his third straight victory
Chicago and won 9-0. And on
him pitch a bad ball game."
and ruined the Twins' home
Tuesday night, he twirled seven
Red Sox 5, Yankees 3
innings of one-hit ball in KanThe Yanks built up a 3-0 lead opener.
California trailed 3-2 before
sas City before Dark, figuring
against Bill Lee, but it evapohis young hurler was getting rated in the Red Sox' four-run Orlando Ramirez singled to
arm-weary, called for veteran fourth. A walk and singles by start the seventh inning, took
reliever Paul Lindblad in 'the Bernie Carbo and Bob Mont- second on a grounder and
eighth to protect the A's 3-1 gomery produced one run, scored when Rivers singled to
lead.
Doug Griffin's single loaded the right. Rivers came all the way
A few pitches later the lead bases, a sacrifice fly by Fred around when Darwin allowed
was gone, compliments of Al Lynn made it 3-2, Griffin stole the ball to skip behind him.
Rangers 6, White Sox 5
Cower's' two-run homer.
second and Dwight Evans sinDave Nelson singled, stole
And an inning later, the gled for two more runs. Carbo
game was gone, too. The Roy- doubled and scored Boston's fi- second and scored on a single
als won it 4-3 on Hal McRae's nal' run on Rick Burleson's by Joe Lovitto in Rangers' exsingle and George Brett's single when Hunter departed in tra-inning squeaker over Chicago. Lovitto's hit came off redouble off Rollie Fingers.
the eighth.
liever Rich Gossage, who enIn the rest of the American
tered the game in the seventh.
League, it was Boston 5, CatBrewers 7, Orioles 1
Texas had tied it 5-5 in the
fish and the Yanks 3; MilRobin Yount's tie-breaking
waukee 7, Baltimore 1; Califor- single triggered a six-run eighth when Jim Spencer douniao7, Minnesota 3, and Texas eighth inning -- with the final bled, took third on Toby Har6, Chicago 5.
five runs unearned because of rah's single and scored on a
Norris allowed only Cookie three Baltimore errors — that grounder by Mike Hargrove.

Unbelievable Spirits
End Playoff Series
By BERT ROSENTHAL
joined the league only this seaAP Sports Writer
son. "Sure, there were things
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (API — happening on our club, but I
No one is going to take the don't think the tag was corSpirits of St. Louis lightly any- rect."
more, least of all the New York
Regardless, the Spirits
Nets.
proved they could play basketThe spirited Spirits, playing ball. After a slow start the
with confidence and determina- Spirits gradually molded into a
tion, shocked the Nets with a respectable unit, reaching their
108-107 victory Tuesday night, peak with the ouster of the
eliminating New York's defend- shocked Nets.
ing champions from the AmeriThe catalyst of the club was
can Basketball Association Freddie Lewis, who had played
playoffs.
on three championship teams in
The triumph was the Spirits' seven years at Indiana before
fourth in a roiv — their longest being traded prior to this seastreak of the season — and son to Memphis, and then being
gave them the best-of-seven grabbed by the Spirits in an
Eastern Division semifinal early-season deal.
series, 4-1. The miraculous and
unexpected comeback by the
Lewis, the third-leading
Spirits, a group of very promis- scorer in ABA playoff history',
ing, vastly-improved rookies proved his mettle in the final
and discarded veterans, was game against the Nets. He led
more remarkable in-view of the St. Louis with 29 points, infact that St. Louis had lost all cluding the team's last 10 in the
11 regular season games to the final two minutes, and his 20
Nets, plus the playoff opener.
fdot jump shot with three secIt thrust the Spirits into the onds left won the game.
Eastern Division final against
Lewis had taken an inbounds
Kentucky, the regular season pass in forecourt from Mike
division champions and a win- Barr with 16 seconds remainner over Memphis in the other ing, then dribbled the ball
East semifinal series. The best- around before taking his winof-seven St. Louis-Kentucky ning shot over Brian Taylor.
series will open Monday night
- Barr finished with a seasonin Kentucky.
Indiana leads San Antonio 3-2 high 20 points for St. Louis.
In their Western Division semis Marvin Barnes, who had averaid—the'Winner will meet-Den- aged 14 points per game in the
ver, which eliminated Utah ear- first four games but was held
scoreless for the first 22 min•
lier in the week.
utes of the finale, wound up
oil
phi"
"There wkra etirtfT
our guys early,ULtbe-80a8i00-411E-.
Nw Wit'
• a happy-go lucky bunch,"
Coach Bob MacKinnon said of with 34 points and John Wilthe St. Louis team, which liam,son came off the bench to

score 22.
"The whole series is hard to
believe," said New York Coach
Kevin Loughery. "It was a terrible disappointment. But let's
give St. Louis credit, especially
Lewis. Anything he did doesn't
surprise me.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The audience stood and
cheered and little children
reached out their hands, hoping
to touch a part of American
tradition.
After the show was over,
hundreds of children stood in
line and waited for the Harlem
Globetrotters to come out of the
dressing room and give
autographs.
The scene was in Russia.
And the scene was also at the
Murray State Sports Arena
Tuesday night. It's a scene
common all over the world.
Perhaps the best word to
describe the Globetrotters is
magnetic. Their charm and
their antics draw the kids, leave
them wide-eyed and openmouthed and above all, leave
them happy.
It was the last game of the
season Tuesday night for the
Trotters. Next Tuesday, they
will leave for Europe and their
50th season.
There was little doubt about
who the favorite of the kids was.
Likeable Geese Ausbie had
them rolling- in the aisies, -the
young and old alike.
"He's unpredictable. We
never know what he's gonna do
next," said Marques Haynes,
the player-coach of the
Globetrotters and the best
dribbler in the world.
Geese did just about
everything.
He talked witkatrangers in
the crowd, he kissed several
women, took a policeman's
walkie-talkie and played cop.
Geese walked into the stands
several times and came back on
the floor with children, picked
at random. Once, he picked a
young couple out and had them
come on the floor and tell each
other over the microphone how
much they loved each other.
The crowd loved it.
Geese loved it.
The children loved it.
Once, late in the game, the
Globetrotters' bus driver was
standing down by the dressing
room. He was blocked out by a
'Trotter manager and suddenly,
Geese flew by with a pail of
water and dumped it on the bus
driver.
"New, he didn't know it was
going to happen. He had an idea
somebody would get it but he
didn't know it would be him.
"We don't always get people
associated with us," Ausbie
said.
"If it hadn't been from the
camera, we'd probably have
gotten you."
I sort of wished they would
have.
Geese is 36 years old. On the
court, he's a kid.
"I love playing with the kids,"
Geese said.
•
"I really love the little ones.
You never know what they are
going to do. Sometimes they tan
really surprise you."
Is it really tough being a
"Trotter?
"Sometimes, you can be sick
a half an hour before the game
but you gotta be on the floor.
The show has to go on.
"The travel gets to be a grind
but I just enjoy making people
happy. I never get bored with it.
I figure I'll stay with it two or
three more years or until my
legs just give out on me."

Ausbie grew up in Oklahoma.
turning
to
the
Before
Globetrotters, he passed up a
professional baseball career
with the Chicago Cubs. He also
chances
to
play
had
professional basketball with the
Los Angeles Lakers and the
Cincinnati Royals.
At the present time, Ausbie
lives in Little Rock, Ark. He will
return home for a visit with his
wife and also make a tour of the
hospitals, where he will visit
with children.
-That's what I really love to
do. I enjoy going into hospitals
and places like that. It's such a
good feeling to make some little
kid laugh and feel better.
"After that, I'll go to
Oklahoma where I'll be in a
parade Saturday with the
Governor. Then Tuesday, we
leave for Europe."
After the game, Haynes spent
most of his time talking to
people in the dressing room.
One of those people was
Murray State tennis coach
Bennie Purcell.
Purcell, a former superstar at
Murray State, played many
-games.against Haynes. Purcell
was a member of the
Washington Capitals, a team
that toured with the 'Trotters,
like the present-day New York
Nationals, the team the
'Trotters defeated Tuesday
night.
Marques Haynes is unreal in
two ways.
Number one, he's undoubtedly the most impressive
dribbler in the world. He lays
down on the floor, lifts his body
up and dribbles the ball under.
He takes it behind his back,
between his legs and sends
chills up the spine of every
basketball fan in the world.
Number two, Marques
Haynes isn't a kid anymore.
"I have five birth certificates
and six passports. Each one has
a different year of birth,"
Haynes said.

"Just say, I'm somewhere
between 30 and 70. It's a secret
of the trade. I'll never tell
anybody how old I am."
How does one go about
becoming the best dribbler in
the world?
"Over a period of years, a lot
has gone about as far as
practicing. No one particular
thing could make the world's
greatest in anything. It's a heck
of a lot of hard work and
practice.
"Sometimes, we play as
many as 12 games a week.
We're off four days for
Christmas and then end our
season on April 15 and then take
another week off.
"During the course of the
year, we have from four to six
weeks off, total. But last year,
--Little

we spent six weeks working on
our "Popcorn
Machine"
television show.
Does it ever become more of a
job than it is a pleasure?
"EverybOdy gets tired of
what they do. But I enjoy it. If!
didn't, there's no way I could
stay with it this long."
It's been 1966 since the

Globetrotters were last in
Murray. Plans are for them to
return in another two years.
And it's a safe bet that just
about everybody who watched
them Tuesday night will come
back and see them again.
There's just something magic
about the Harlem Globetrotters.

ISN'T I
36 years

League To
Have Tryouts Soon

Little League • tryouts are
nearing.
The first day for tryouts will
be April 21 and the session,
which will begin at 4 E.m., will
Delor players wha are nine,and.
10-years old.
On April 22 at 4 p.m., tryouts
for 11 and 12-year olds will be
held. April 23 will be the date for
players who missed the
previous two days.
A child must have reached his
ninth birthday before August 1
and not have reached his 13th
birthday by August 1.
Last year, the Murray Little
League All-Stars, chosen from
the teams in the league, went all
the way to the State Tournament and this year, the
league is again expected to be
strong.
In addition, all teams will be
sporting new uniforms.
All children in the city and
county are urged to attend the
tryouts, which will be held at
the Little League Field at the
Murray City Park.
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GETTING DOWN—The greatest dribbler in the world, Marques
Haynes, puts on o show for a sellout crowd in the Murray State
Sports Arena Tuesday night. Haynes is the player-coach of the
'Trotters.
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Tiger Netters Defeat
Marshall County 9-0
The Murray High tennis
teams maintained their unbeaten records Tuesday afternoon as they posted wins
over Marshall County.
The girls team won 9-0 over
the Marshals as did the boys.
All matches were played at the
Murray State Tennis Complex.
For the girls, Jill Austin at
number one took an easy 8-0 win
over Ross while at number two,
Kathy Outland won 8-1 over
Overby.
At the number three singles,
Robyn Burke won 8-3 over
Bryant while in the fourth spot,
CandyrJackson easily defeated
Compton 8-0.
Carol Dick won her match at
nurnber five over English 8-2
while Catherine Dick, playing
at six, won 8-2 over Pennegar.
In the doubles, BurkeJackson played at number "one
and defeated Ross-Overby 8-6.
At number two, the Dick Twins
on 8-5 over Bryant-Compton.
In the number three doubles,
-latrifr WTfitersh and- Stitaii:
Stripling combined to win 8-3
over Bridges-Pennegar.

'The boys had little trouble as
they won all nine of the pro set
matches.
In the singles, Kim Trevathan
won at number one, defeating
Hensley 8-1 while at two, Mark
Homra easily defeated Kunneke
8-0.
Boyd Walker won at number
three,
defeating
Eddie
McGregor 8-1 while at number
four, Craig Shinners defeated
Colburn 8-4.
In the number five singles,
Kevin Ray defeated Conley 8-2
while at number six, Brad
Boone ousted Culver 8-0.
The number one doubles
found
Trevathan-Homra
defeating Hensley-Kunneke 8-0
while at number two, WalkerShinners won 8-5 over
McGregor-Colburn.
In the third spot, Ray and
Boone won 8-4 over -Bowles and
Dunn of Marshall County
, Both teams will be in action a
week from Thursday when they
visit Paducah Tilghttian.

Tireddra

have

that, playing St. Mary at
home next Wednesday

Early Bird Specials
Carton Only Prices

24,000 B.T. U.
20,000 B.T.U.
15,000 B.T.U.

$359.00
$324.00
$265.00

Boston
Milwaukee
Detroit
Cleveland
Baltimore
New York

Three-Speed Whisperer Portable Series
Flex-Mount Pull-Out Sides
7,000 to 20,000 BTU/hr.
115,230/208, 230 and 208 volts

Specicqs On All Models!

Murray Home it Auto
Ir-q7Affte
Chestnut St.

753-2571
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Baker And Evans Making Up For
Loss Of Aaron, Dodgers Win

1011

Perez Files Damage Suit
Against Muhammad Ali

ISN'T LIFE FUNNY?—Geese Avsbie is all smiles as he pesters a player from the New York Nationals. At
36 years of age, Avsbie is still going strong for the Globetrotters.
(Shift Photos by Mike breasleri)

Celtics To Try And Grab 2-0
Lead In Series With Rockets
By BOB GREENE
Monday night. "But it's still a
seven-game series. I've been in
AP Sports Writer
The "old" Boston Celtics are too many playoffs where we've
doing what comes naturally — lost the first game to worry
running and winning. But a for- about this."
mer Celtic — Seattle SuperThe Kansas City-Omaha
Sonics Coach Bill Russell — Kings and the Chicago Bulls,
knows that one game doesn't who split their first two games,
make a best-of-seven series.
go at it again tonight in Chi"Guys like Don Nelson, Paul cago
Silas and myself welcomed the
The Houston Rockets, coming
layoff because of our age," said off a quarter-final victory over
John Haylice, the IS-year-old the once-mighty New -Vs*
captain of the Celtics.
Knicks, made a fatal mistake
He was referring to the first- when they attempted to run
round bye the conference with the Celtics. "We were ready, but unfortuchampions drew before entering the National Basketball As- nately they were ready too,"
Houston's Rudy Tomjanovich
sociation playoffs.
"I think others like Dave said.
Covrens also came back freshIn Washington, Bullets Coach
er, even though we practice K.C. Jones is hoping for a
hard," said Haylicek.
change. The teams have split
The Celtics will be out to take six games this year, Washinga 2-0 lead in their best-of-seven ton winning three at Buffalo
series against the Houston
Rockets tonight when the teams
clash at Boston. The other
Eastern Division semifinal pits
the Buffalo Braves against
Washington with the series tied
at 1-1.
The Golden Gate Warriors,
Western Conference champions,
will attempt to increase their
margin over Seattle to 2-4
tonight when they entertain the
SuperSonics.
"They ran us out of here,"
Russell said after the Warriors
won the first contest 123-96
sc,c.c.c.c-x:••=-=-X•C•cn.c

and the Braves winning three
at Washington.
"It's really been weird,"
Jones said of the home court
disadvantage. "I hope it discontinues."
Chicago has a little problem
— KC-Omaha's Nate Archibald,
one of the league's top scorers
— and that leads to a bigger
problem: the Kings' Larry
McNeil.
Against the Bulls in the playoffs, McNeil is perfect from the
field, hitting 18-of-18. "It just
doesn't figure, it isn't normal,
Chicago Coach Dick Motta said.
"McNeil is a 40 per cent shooter. He just can't keep hitting at
a thousand per cent."
Cornelius Greene, Ohio State
junior, averaged 175.6 yards in
eight Big Ten football games
last season.

Perez, thinking he had heard
the bell, stopped the bout with
15 seconds left in the round.
Realizing there had been no
bell, he motioned the fighters
back into action, but time
quickly ran out.
In his suit, Perez quotes All
as telling the national TV audience: "I had Joe Frazier going and the whole world saw it
and he stopped the fight and
said, 'Go to your corners,' pretending that he thought the bell
had rung. That wasn't it. He
didn't want me to knock out
Joe Frazier."

Hockey Playoffs
By The Associated Press
NHL PLAYOFFS
Quarter-finals
Best-o1-7 Series
Tuesday's Results
Pittsburgh
3,
New
York
Islanders 1, Pittsburgh leads 2.
0
Buffalo 3, Chicago 1, Buffalo
leads 2-0
Philadelphia 3, Toronto 0,
Philadelphia leads 2-0
Vancouver 2, Montreal 1,
series tied 1-1
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh at
New
York
Islanders
Buffalo at Chicago
Pttitedelphia at Toronto
Montreal at Vancouver
WHA PLAYOFFS
Tuesday's Results
Houston 7, Cleveland 2, Houston leads 3-1
New England 5, Minnesota 2,
series tied 2-2
Phoenix 6, Quebec 5, OT,
Quebec leads 3-1
Wednesday's Game
San Diego at Toronto, San
Diego leads 2-1
Thursday's Games
Minnesota at New England
Cleveland at Houston
Phoenix at Quebec

t
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SUPER YEAR—Johnny Miller isn't the only person dominating the
golf scene. Bruce Douglass, a senior at Murray State, is having one
of the best years a Racer golfer has ever had. Douglass has played
in nine tourneys this season and has won five individual crowns.

Bruce Douglass Having
Great Year For Murray
arm out playing baseball, I just
switched to golf completely."
Hewitt "discovered"
Douglass two years ago in the
Florida State Junior College
Tournament and finally convinced him that Murray State
was the place he should finish
his college career.
"I was impressed with him
from the start," Hewitt offered.
"Not only was he a great golfer,
but an excellent student and
gentleman as well."
According to Hewitt, who has
been the golf coach at Murray
for 16 years, Douglass is the
best player he has ever
coached.
"Without any reservations,
Bruce Douglass is the finest
golfer I've coached at Murray,"
he says. "And he deserves all
the recognition he can get."
Murray winds up its season
with the Chris Schenkle Intercollegiate April 25-27 in
Statesboro, Ga.., and then May
16-17 the Ohio Valley Conference CriamplatollIps at-Rldhmond, Ky.
Douglass' chief competition
for individual honors
.
,.stiould
Ar4411 .1-41a Umaiefeli.
Jun Rislove apd Skeeter Heath,
Morehead's Eddie Mudd, and
Eastern's Ban Bogdan.
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Baseball's loss was golf's
gain. That's the way it seems to
coach Buddy Hewitt and his
Murray State golf team.
If All-America candidate
Bruce Douglass had not hurt his
arm playing Little League
baseball back in Stoughton,
Mass., he may never have taken
American League
up golf—at least as seriously as
East
W I Pct. GB
he did.
4
2 .667 —
Boston
Today, Douglass is one of the
4
2 .667 —
Milwaukee
hottest collegiate golfers in the
3 2 600
/
1
2
Detroit
1
2 500
2
Cleveland
South, notching five tournament
11
/
2
2 3 .400
Baltimore
wins in 11 attempts over the
1
5
.167
3
New York
West
1974-75 season. His lowest finish
5 2 714 —
Oakland
has been sixth.
5 2 714 —
Kansas City
Douglass, a junior college
3 571
1
4
California
2/
1
2
3 5 375
Chicago
transfer from Ft. Lauderdale,
1
2
2 4 333 2/
Texas
Fla., has won the Murray State
3
2 5 286
Minnesota
Invitational, the LSU InResults
Tuesday's
Boston 5, New York 3
tercollegiate Championships,
California 7, Minnesota 3
the University of Kentucky
Texas 6, Chicago 5, 13 innings
Milwaukee 7, Baltimore 1
Invitational, the University of
Kansas City 4, Oakland 3
Kentucky Intercollegiate, and
Only games scheduled
the Tennessee Tech Spring
Wednesday's Games
Boston (Wise 0.0) at New
ChamGill
Invitational
York (Dobson 0.11
pionships. And In 22 comCalifornia (Hassler 1-0) at
Minnesota (Albury 0-0)
petitive rounds of golf, he has
-Ottesioe-- —rTexas (Blbby. 0t egIste;ed a -73.10 scoring
rwesoci 0-2)
average
1 1) at
Milwaukee (Siaton
Baltimore (Cuellar 0.01, (n
"I started playing golf when I
Oakland (Blue 7-01 St'9C3113eAlt
was about 13 years old,City ladles 0-0), (n)
-,
.ntoalleci the smoottepwinsiug
-49)43
,.41404n4r4
Thursday's
senior. -my dad played a hula,
California at Minnesota
so he got me interested in the
Texas at Chicago
Only gamei scheduled
game. Then, when I threw my

ing — at 12,744 the lowest open- the
er last seven Cincinnati bating-game turnout since the
Braves moved South in 1966 —
Jimmy Wynn slugged a two
saw Evans crack his third run homer for the Dodgers in
homer of the season, a two-run the first inning off Clay Kirby
shot, in the first inning off J.R. and Sutton squeezed home the
Richard. He picked up a third final Los Angeles run in the
l$B1 when he was hit by a pitch seventh.
with the bases loaded in a
Padres 2, Giants 1
three-run third. Baker drilled a
Randy Jones allowed two hits
bases-loaded single for two in seven innings and Bobby Toruns in the third and added a tan and Willie McCovey delivsacrifice fly in the fifth.
ered run-scoring singles as San
Meanwhile, knuckle-bailer Diego rallied in the eighth.
Phil Niekro scattered seven
Mike Caldwell blanked the
hits, including Jose Cruz' firstPadres
on five his over the
inning home run.
seven innings and an
first
Dodgers 3, Reds 1
first put
Sutton held Cincinnati hitless unearned run in the
top
1-0.
But
Glenn
the
Giants
on
for 6 2-3 innings before Bench's
the eighth
first home run of the season Beckert, leading off
was
forced him to settle for the as a pinch hitter for Jones,
safe on an error by second
fourth one-hitter of his career.
Derrel Thoma, a forThe 30-year-old right-hander baseman
P'adre.-Ptrier runner John
mer
walked Joe Morgan on a 3-2
an. third
pitch with one out in the first Scott 'stole second
walk
!
J Enz Herand,
after
a
inning but Morgan was erased
nandez, scored the tying run on
when Bench grounded into a
Tolan's
single.
double play. Sutton then faced
Hernandez went to third on
the minimum number of batters and had retired 18 in a row Tolan's hit and, after John
when Bench homered on the Grubb was hit with a pitch,
first pitch. The ball landed in scored the winner on a bloop
the left field stands about 20 single by ex-Giant McCovey off
feet fair. Sutton then retired reliever Gary Lavelle.

APRIL TRUCK LOAD APPLIANCE SALE

Standings
By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pct, GB
4
1 1300 —
Chicago
3
1
750
/
1
2
Pittsburgh
4 2 .667
St. Louis
1/2
Philadelphia 3 3 .500
11
/
2
1
4 200 3
New York
1
5 167 3/
1
2
Montreal
West
4
2 667 —
San Diego
t 4 4 WO. )A44aR1-a4
4 500
1
Cincinnati
1
4 500
Angeles 4
Los
1, 2
Houston
3 4 .429
11
/
2
S.
3
4 429
FrandSCO
Tuesday's Results
New York at Philadelphia,
ppd., rain
Chicago at Pittsburgh, ppd.,
rain
Atlanta 6, Houston 1
Los Angeles 3, Cincinnati 1
San Diego 2, San Francisco 1
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
San Diego (Spillner 1-0) at
San Francisco (D'Aguisto 0 1)
Houston (Griffin 0-1) at At
tante (Capra 1-0), (n)
Chicago (Bonham
0-0) at
Philadelphia (Carlton 0-1), (n)
Montreal (Fryman 0-0) at
Pittsburgh (Ellis 0-0), (n)
New York (Matlac-k 0-0) at
St. Louis (Denny 1-0), (n)
Cincinnati (Norman 0-1) at
Los Angeles (Rhoden 0.0 or
Marlchal 0-1), (n)
Thursday's Games
New York at St. Louis
Cincinnati at Los Angeles
Chicago at Philadelphia
Montreal at Pittsburgh, (11)
Houston at Atlanta, (n)
Only games scheduled

NEW YORK I AP) — Claiming Muhammad All has exposed him to "a sermon of hate
throughout the world" and
"public scorn and disgrace,"
referee Tony Perez has filed a
$20 million suit against the
world heavyweight champion.
Perez, who referred All's
bout with Chuck Wepner in
Cleveland March 24 and the
second Ali-Joe Frazier fight in
New York's Madison Square
Garden Jan. 28, 1974, asked for
110 million in civil damages
and $10 million,. in Punitive
damages.
In the suit filed in US. District Court here, the New York
referee said All's remarks were
made in his post-fight interview
and in a subsequent television
appearance.
Ali was in Florida and unavailable for comment.
According to the suit, after
the, fight All called Perez "a
dirty dog" and cast aspersions
on Perez' Puerto Rican heritage, saying: "He's not black
and he's not white. He is more
black than white, but he is trying to be white."
The referee said All repeated
the remarks on ABC's Wide
World of Sports March 29 and
gave the impression that Perez
was "dishonest and had committed a crime and was untrustworthy to discharge his
duties as referee."
- The suit referred to All's
comments on the second round
41 the second Ali-Frazier fight.
All buckled Frazier's legs
with a right to the jaw near the
end of the second round but

By HEFtSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Hank Aaron is gone from Atlanta but some of his magic remains in the red-hot bats of
Darrell Evans and Dusty Baker.
"Driving in runs in the clutch
is what I'm paid to do. You
can't drive them in all the
time, but you can try — that
was one of Hank's philosophies," Baker said after he and
Evans drove in three runs
apiece in the Braves' 6-1
triumph over the Houston Astros Tuesday night.
Atlanta has scored only 25
runs in eight games, Evans
driving in nine of them and
Baker seven.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the 103.9 Angeles Dodgers defeated the Cincinnati
Reds 3-1 on Don Sutton's onehitter — Johnny Bench's two
out home run in the seventh inning — and the San Diego
Padres nipped the San Francisco Giants 2-1. The ChicagoPittsburgh and New YorkPhiladelphia games were rained out while St. Louis and Montreal were not scheduled.
Tuesday night's slim gather-
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garden only to regret the
delay?
The costa of weed pollution
are tremendous because
weeds affect mankind in so
many ways. In the United
States, the direct loss in
agricultural production due to
weeds runs into the billions of
dollars each year! Added to
these losses are the losses due
to the presence of weeds in
the harvested crops and the
costs of the weed control
.which is achieved.

Environmental
Awareness
by Dr. Durwood Beatty
Agriculture Department
College of
Environmental Sciences

Poisonous weeds affect the
health of man and his
livestock. Each year three to
five percent of the cattle,
sheep and horses on Western
ranges in the United States
die from the consumption of
poisonous weeds. A weed
killed Abraham Lincoln's
mother, Nancy, causing the
family to move from Indiana
to Illinois. She died from
"milk sickness' passed on
through cattle that had eaten
white snakeroot.

Numerous weeds pollute
the air with pollen showers
causing untold suffering to
many persons. Common
ragweed and giant ragweed,
which both adversely affect
four
percent
of
the
population, account for forty
percent of the late summer
pollen. One popular textbook
states that more than half of
the world population is
affected by plant allergies,
many of them caused by
weeds.

We
need
a
greater
awareness of the role of weeds
in human affairs. Weeds are
abundant, efficient in their
growth and costly to mankind
as they compete for precious
environmental resources.

Questions may be submitted to:
In recent years we have for light, moisture, and
College of
become
increasingly nutrients. Weeds do not strike
Biological Station
concerned
Environmental Sciences
with
man's violently against crop plants
pollution of the environment. as do insects and diseases.
P.O. Box 2000
It is time that attention is How many times have you
Murray State University
College of Environmental Sc,ences
focused on a particular form postponed weeding in your
Murray, Kentucky 42071
of pollution--weed pollution-that drastically affects the
MO
I=1
MI
MI
well-being of mankind in so ILAI ••
.
•
•
•
many ways.
Like other forms of I •••
1
pollution, weeds owe much of ••• II
I •
• II
their geographic spread to the • II •
Nice
II
Men's
activities of man. Many of our IIIIIIII
Selection
various weeds have been •IIIIIIIIIIIII•
Wrangler
Womens
introduced
into
North IIIMIIIIIIMIIIII
America
from
Short
other III NI or
continents. Canada thistle
Sleeve
"X•ri1 Vnirer•Tiii ir.J_
arrived in Canada from II r
I,
Europe, probably as a
AC.•
•••••,
••• •
•%%Mel
contaminant in agricultural
$699
ly
seed.
During
the
Revolutionary War, it entered
Pr.
the United States in hay
Slightly
purchased in Canada for the
irregular
feeding of General Burgoyne's
flare &
horses. Canada thistle is now
From
straight
a serious weed in the more
Asst. Styles 8 Colors
leg styles
humid areas from Virginia to
Sizes S-M-L-XL
Oregon.
Sizes S-M -L
Johnson
grass
was
HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY. KY.
Some items not exactly as ic tured
purposefully introduced into
the United States from Africa
as a forage grass, and was
established in the Selma,
Men's
Alabama, area before the
Suede
Civil War. The large mounted
force assigned to destroy the
Get ready for the fishing season. We have the largest tackle display in the area.
Chukka
Confederacy's main amAll at discount prices
munition depot in Selma
Casual
probably played a big role in
FISH STRINGER
spreading
the
grass
throughout the Southeast
This group of up to 22,000
men would have used a
substantial supply of hay from
the Selma area, and Johnson
Just
grass seed could have been
Crepe
All vinyl, brown-red-tonspread from the hay and
Sole
yellow and with* colors
through horse manure over an
area of several thousands of
square miles.
Once present in an area,
weeds owe their abundance to
Denture Cleanser
man's activities. Many weeds
Accent Table attractive
Tablets
are best adapted to disturbed
by Gillette
designs, fits any decor,
habitats, so we find heavy
refillable
40 Tablets
weed infestations in crop
fields, around construction
Electra
Pal
sites, along highways and in
Rea. $4.49
2 Speed
the home garden. Where
lawns or pastures are
Disposable Butane Lighter and CigaretReg. $3.95
Reg. $1.49
mismanaged, more weeds
te Pouch.
thrive.
As with other pollutants,
Gillette
weeds
create
residue
problems. Because they are
Ladies Shaver
#5320 PLANO Tackle Box
prolific seed producers, weeds
Mouthwash /.
2 sturdy trays hove 12 roomy comThat cuts hair,
leave a tremendous supply of
Gargle
Deodorant
partments. Secure latch, recessed
not skin
seeds in the soil. A common
;4 1 13 FIT
Bottle
oz.
20
deodorant
handle.
Box
bottom
bait
holds
family
and
the
11/1 R0'
.ragweed plant may produce as
spin-costing reels. Blue super-hi
many as 3,380 seeds. A single
impact Polystyrene
99
t2
redroot pigweed plant may
produce as many as 117,400
Reg. $3.89 "P
- 7oz.can
seeds. The concentration of
seed residue in the soil is
Delicious
long-lasting. Seeds of many
New
common weeds will remain
Preserves
alive in the soil for 20, 30, or
Pain Tablets
more years to plague future
21,b Jar
Twice as fast
generations.
as
aspirin
other
forms
Like
of
No.TRO
pollution, the damage done by
weeds may not at first be very
Reg. $2.49
obvious. We are used to
having weeds around. Weeds
Limit
choice of Strawberry or
start out as "silent robbers,"
One
Peach
competing with crop plants
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Blouses
$399

Uncle
Jeff's

Women's

Oxfords
$399

Boot

Chain Stringer

$1099
Cricket
"Keeper"

Polident

Wild Cricket

$229

Trot Line

Flicker

Cepacol

Right Guard

Bufferin

Ultra
Ban

Aim

—Wothpaste

If it catches fish, we have it!

Seeds To
Be Given
Away Free
In observance of "Plant A
Seed for Change" day, Thursday, April 17, members of the
Social Work club at Murray
State University will be passing
out vegetable seeds during that
day from a table in the
Waterfield Student Union
Building.
Link Martin, Owensboro
senior and club president, said
the seeds, donated by local
being
merchants,
are
distributed at no charge,
added
However, Martin
donations will be accepted and
forwarded to Oxfam-America to
finance small farm projects in
developing countries.
Oxfam-America is a noninternational
profit
organization devoted to the
preservation and improvement
of small farms in the United
States and to the development
of better farming techniques by
people in countries around the
world where hunger is a major
problem.
Besides the collection of
contributions to further the
work of Oxfam -America.
Martin said the social fork club

h9au-Ika_Pr.P.14

Straight Back

Bow
Saw
$1

Ideal for
trimming or
pruning
21"

Deluxe Hammer
Screwdrive Set

Plastic

Ice Cube
Trays

69
Complete with lids and conning instructions

Shovel or
Spade

Interior or
Exterior

Round or
Square Point
Your

fits any freezer - 12 perfect ice cubes
per tray

Mason
Fruit Jar

D-Handle

Caulking
Cartridge

Choice

Deluxe

Wrought Iron
Black

Mail Box
Post

3/8" Socket
Set
Includes sotkets, extension, deluxe reversible ratchet

14./._,W

coirtigi pEoplirarrow tome IN
their own food and will foster
greater empathy for the small
farmer.
Nearly 97 per cent of the raw
sugar produced in Hawaii is
shipped to the U.S mainland.

Regularor Metric
fits any type rural moil box

Your Choice
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Many Local Persons Attend State FHA Meet
Local persons attended and
spoke at the 30th annual
meeting of the Kentucky
Association
of
Future
Homemakers of America.and
Home Economics Teachers of
Kentucky held at the Galt
House, Louisville, on Friday
and Saturday. Nine hundred
members and teachers were in
attendance.
Eleven scholarships of $400
each and one of $500 were
presented. Norita Ann Cassity,
senior at Calloway County High

School, was named for one of
the scholarships of $400.
Mrs. G. T._Lilly, teacher at
Murray High School, was
presented an honorary membership by the state association
at the meeting.
Featured speakers at the
meeting included Dr. Constantine Curtis, president of
Murray State University, who
spoke on "In The Winners
Circle," Dr. Lyman V. Ginger,
state superintendent of public
instruction, who had as his

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
Carton
6 South
American
Indian
11 Cultivated
12 Motto
14 Note of
scale
15 Paradise
17 Pitch
18 Danish land
division
20 Besmirch
23 Uncooked
24 Midday
26 Showy
flower
28 Compass
point
29'Body of
soldiers
31 Group of
students in
research
33 Learning
35 River in
Africa
36 Disagreement
39 Trials
42 Exists
43 Chemical
compound
45 Let it stand
46 Man s name
48 SpanishttIle
50 Nahoor
sheep
51 Makes lace
53 Entrance
55 ConjunctiOf
56 Scoffs
59 Lances
61 Vision
62 Abounds
DOWN
1 Great outcry
2 Artificial
language

1'1

Ai

3 Reverence
4 Spreads for
drying
5 Dropsy
6 Christian
Science
(abbr )
7 Mans
nickname
8 Decay
9 Mans name
10 Fruit
11 Shrub
13 More recent
16 Promentory
19 Instruments
21 Solar disk
22 Forgive
25 Loop
27 Irritates
30 Newspapers
collectively
32 Birds
homes
34 Heraldry
grafted
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36 Food programs
37 Land surrounded by
water
38 Care for
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4X1 BROKE UP AO( ROMANCE
BEFORE IT EVEN 60T STARTED

subject, "Grooming For The
Race," and Treva Mathis of the
Purchase Area Dairy Council,
who spoke on "Everything
Coming Up Roses."
-FHA Run For The Roses"
was the theme of the meeting
which opened Friday with
greetings being given by Bobbie
Grogan of Frankfort, formerly
of Murray, now state deputy
vocational
director
for
education.
Patricia Starks, West Hardin
Chapter, Elizabethtown,is state
president. Norita Ann Cassity,
High
County
Calloway
chapter, state historian, gave
the invocation at the Friday
evening banquet and served as
of. nominating
chairman
committee for Group B with
Mrs. Lilly of Murray as consultant.
State homemakers degrees

M%sts,CLASSIFIEDADS!

were conferred upon Martha
McKinney, Becky Sams, and
Jan Baggett from Murray High
School. Also attending from
Murray High were Beth
Outland, representative,
Selwyn Schultz, past state
parliamentarian, and Mrs
Lilly, advisor.
Attending from
Calloway
County High School were Miss
Cassity, Anita Chaney who
served on the
national
nominating committee, as
participant in the roll call as
president of Region I, and
assisted in the installation of
officers, Janet Murdock,
president-elect,
Gail
Smotherman, first
vicepresident elect, and Mrs. Bess
Kerlick, advisor.
Also present from Murray
were Dr. Alice Koenecke, Mrs.
Mary Lawson,and Joe Roberts,
state FFA president.

Motions Allege Unfair
Jury In Murder Trial
Of Joanne Little

CHARM BEAUTY Shop.
Call for appointment. 7533582.
16.

Notice

ilOU 0065

FEI46 SUCH A NUISANCE 7'.

The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save
Phone 753-0489

Land-Fill Hours
Mon. thru Fri.
9 a. m.-6 p. m.
Sat.
8:00 a. m. to
2:00 p.m.

13. For

Goes into effect April
17th

•

40)

ing to show that the county's
jury list was not representative
of the population in their bid to
have the first-degree murder
indictment
against
her
quashed.
In two days of pretrial motions, defense attorneys have
sought to establish through detailed statistical evidence that
Bessie Cherry, the court
the grand jury which indicted
clerk, said she informed the
Miss Little last fall was defeccounty jury commission in the
tive.
fall of 1973 that "we had too
Pretrial motions in the case
many women serving on juries
expected to continue
are
and too many colored women."
through at least the end of the
Attorneys for Miss Little, a week. No trial date has been
20-year-old black accused of the set and the defense is seeking a
stabbing death of a white Beau- delay on grounds that Miss
fort County jailer, are attempt- Little is in poor health.
WHY CAN

WELL,THERES THIS LITTLE
MATTER OF NOT BEING
ALLOWED TO VOTE, SEE

Sale Or Trade

19. Farm Equipment
FENCE
ELECTRIC
testers, 88 cents each.
Murray Supply Co., 208
East Main, 753-3361.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-2555 or 314785-0700.

20. Sports Equipment
8 x 10 WENZER TENT. 10
gal. aquarium, all accesories, GE Vacuum,
Excellent condition. Call
753-7637 after 5 p. m.

CLEAN RUGS,like new, so
easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big
K,
Belaire Shopping Center.

15' DUO WITH canopy, 60
h. p. Evinrude motor,
Paris Line trailer. Excellent condition. 753-5830.
15' ALUMNACRAFT trihull aluminum fishing
boat. Used one year. $500.
Call 753-6320.
35 ft. RIVER QUEEN
houseboat, steel hull, two
motors, 5 KW generator,
bath with shower, airconditioner. $3500. 3822479.

22. Musical
10 Percent above cost on
shipment
of
new
Wurlitzer organs and
pianos during April
shower of values. J & B
Music, Chestnut Street,
Murray. BALDWIN PIANOS arid
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also the
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.

Folks 6, V_rrtsz

I NEVER BOY A JAR OF
OLIVES UNTIL I'M SURE
I CAN GET THE LID ,-
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5aartirne
Wks WNW
per picking I
Cane in and get 'ea's

OFF

qt

ceeolist
C/r. GARDEN CE5TH-

a

500 si 4th
753-8944

REDUCE, SAFE and fast
with Gobese Tablets & EVap
pills"
"water
Holland Drug Store S 4th,
Murray.

?(E5.i4EFEEL5
?AVM WLL ALWAN5
BE PJ5T SOMiVIIIIMfi, NO
i.kATTER A011/
GOOD YOU
CLEAN

16. Home Furnishings

OPENING FOR

MUSIC LESSONS

DANISH MODERN chair,
with black vinyl cushion.
Small occasional table.
753-9630.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

J & B Music
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.

THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
23.
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales & •
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.

St. Bernards
Pet World
Ill Bypass

NOtief'
Approximately 12,001) sq. ft. of
rental space available at 22441
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.
Murray, Ky , Phone 753-3142

5. lost And Found

THE

FOUND MAN'S watch at
Carter School. Call 7539239 after 5 p. m.

6 Help Wanted
WANTED: AUTOMOTIVE
parts counter man. At
least five years experience Salary open
Send complete resume
with full references to
Post Office Box 76,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

MAYBE,IF
THE WINO SHIFTS,

HE'LL Go BACK f
To woRK

1

PART TIME security
guard. Contact Personnel
Office at the MurrayCalloway
County
Hospital.

1
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EXPERIENCED
ROOFERS needed. D C
Roofing. 437-4496.

SINGER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut console-in like new condition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z
terms. For free home
demonstration, call 7533316 anytime.

Free
- Avoid Costly
Home Repairs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

19. Farm Equipment
410 MASSEY Ferguson
combine. Call 474-2378
after 5:30 p.m.

(114111181

TWO ROW corn header for
45 John Deere. Good
condition Call 753-2913.
A FARMALL plow disc,
and cultivator, call 7537975.
ONE D-17 ALLIS Chalmers
tractor with or without
equipment. Call 901-2473216 after 7 p. m
ELECTRIC FENCE posts,
insulator free with each
post. Special 64 cents
each, while supply last
Murray Supply Co., 208
East Main, 753-3361.

GARDEN PLOTS for rent,
ready to plant. 753-6354.
SIX FORMALS can be seen
at 300 Woodlawn Ave. 7536044.
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.

26 TV Radio
C. B. ANTENNA complete
Cost $25.00 will sell for
$13.00. Call 753-8077 after 5
p. m.

27 Mobile Home Sales

1973 12 x 50 TWO bedroom,
central air and heat,
underpinned, good condition. Set up in Riviera
Courts, 753-5567 after 5
p.m. or 762-2154 days.
CUSTOM BUILt all
electric 1972 Criterion, 12
x 61. Two bedroom, storm
windows - and
door.
Blocks, porch, central air
unit. Will move within 50
miles. $5,800. C. B. Hayes,
Paris, Tenn. 38242. Phone
901-642-7444.

eMela

24. Miscellaneous
WELL KEPT carpets show
the results of regular Blue
Lustre spot cleaning.
Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto, home of
"Wishing
Well Gift
Shop."
Form Buildings:
For Hoe best end most
econonsocal boasting, check
Mese prices,
30' 40' - S2390.00
42' 56' 53610.00
SO' a 64' - S4390.00
Alt•sre prices include
materiel smiy:
CoN Sta.ly & Clark Om
shims*, (employ 1-548
233-71SO, Sartiteide, %ray
pinq Center, liberney, Ny.
42071

your attic by Sears expert
installers. Helps lower
heating
end
airconditioning costs. Call
Larry Lyles at Sears for
free estimate. 753-2310

FUf
&If
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col
817

FUE
MI
twi
me
Sot
660

SMA
cott
$10C
04Z

FIVE
Nei
wal1
offif
and
gar
pre

reqi

TWO BEDROOM mobile
home 12 x 60 with
spacious
windows,
closets, drawers. Hook-up
for washer. Carpet,
serving bar and stools.
Has deluxe paneling.
Have to see to appreciate.
For appointment call 753E434 or 753-8081.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central airconditioning and heating.
13000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).

28. Heating 8 Ccoling

29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER, 10 it 50. Couples
only. Call 753-1551.

will
Thu
pie
nm

will
die
pla
CUT

han
uP•
not
reg
ad
are

FOX MEADOWS and
Coach Estates mobile
home parks, exclusive
residential area, swimming pool. Families only.
753-3855.-12 x 42 MOBILE HOME,
nice. Located
near
university. 753-3895 nights
or 753-3482 days.

WI

TWO BEDROOM, air
conditioned, one mile out
of city limits on 121 South,
$75 monthly, $50 depsoit.
Call 753-6649. If no answer, call 753-3175.

30. Business Rentals

32. Apartments For Rent
AMPE

[
tAr

12 i 56 TWO bedroom, with
gas. Call 474-2780.

OFFICE, BUSINESS, or
apartment available.
Modern building with
central heat and air. Call
437-4632 8:00-3:30 or 5277215 nights and weekends

FARM EQUIPMENTplow, disc, bushhog,
grader box, grader blade,
pulverizer. 753-7370.

LIFEGUARD POSITIONMurray - Calloway 1974 GARDEN TRACTOR,
County Country Club, front and rear blade, with
three point hitch. Diic
le)
Start last week in May.
and plow. 16 H.P. Sears.
Approximately
three
436-5840.
month position. Seven
•.
A...... a week. Complete
ww.fitrmsakirkragiCuJir
aillifililrAiee.•
..,0.9,vgintif
tripe.
" sulators 25 to bag $1.69
Murray, Kentucky.
bag. Murray Supply Co..
208 East Main, 753-3381.
NEEDED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
II' TILT trailer with two
Call 753-5550
axles. call- 753-7370.
CI)

Exterminating

Termite
Inspection

18. Sewing Machines

FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
and 60" chain link fence
on sale now through April
30th. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.

ROOM SIZE Westinghouse
air-conditioner, $65. Call
753-3959 after p. m.

753-7575

Wers New

11-4INK
I'D BETTER
LEAVE HIM
ALONE

24 Miscellaneous

FOR TRAILER 8 room
down 4 room apt. up stairs
FOLDING TYPE golf cart
Lot 78 x 340, call 753-6426.
Nadco, Lolly column 8'6"
support, expansion screw
14. Want To Buy
jack. 753-7783 after 5 p. m.

NOTICE TO TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS IN
WILL BUY timber-Call
AURORA,KENTUCKY
James or Larry Mathis,
AS A result of an increase
Dover, Tennessee. 615of local calling scope in
232-5928 or 615-232-7123.
the Aurora, Kentucky
exchange and in accordance
with
the HIGHEST PRICES paid
for Scrap metal, steel
statewide rate schedule
copper, and aluminum.
approved by the Public
Murray Metal Works
Service Commission of
Hwy. 121 South.
Kentucky, the South
Central Bell Telephone
Company will put into COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
effect the following rates
sell. Free appraisals.
for
local
exchange
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
telephone service to be
effective beginning with
the billing period of May 15. Articles For Sale
2, 1975 for Aurora. These
PICTURE
rates are subject to ap- PRECUT
frames,
ready
to
plicable Federal and
assemble, assorted sizes.
State taxes and present
Murray Lumber Commileage or zone charges.
pany.
Business (Ind. Line)14.40, Business (2-Party
LADIES' DRESSES, sizes
Line )-10.77
5-16. Call after 1:30 p. m.
Residence (Ind. Line)753-4902.
5.85, Residence (2-Party
Line )-4.38.
SOUTH
CENTRAL BIG 22.1 cu. ft. Chest
Freezer. One year old.
BELL
TELEPHONE
250.00, Call 753-8155.
COMPANY
NEED CONFIDENTIAL
Information? Dial NEED
753-6333, NEEDLINE.

LT. FUZZ 0E7COULD
150
FIND 21J51.81.
5ARGE
ROOM? ,

HOW TO earn money at
home mailing commission circulars, Excellent profit potential.
Offer details. Rush
stamped, addressed
envelope and 25 cents to:
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
Kentucky 42046.

JACK AND JILL openings for children.
Infants-6 years. Drop-in
service. 753-9922.

WASHINGTON, N. C. (AP)
- Local attorneys complained
that the most recent jury list in
Beaufort County contained the
names of ..too many women,
Clerk of Court Bessie Cherry
has testified in pretrial motions
in the Joanne Little murder
case.

HELP PEOPLE INSTEAD OF

10. Business Opportunity

2. Notice

TWO BEDROOM apartment, furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-4331.
TWO BEDROOM garage
apartment, six miles east
of
Murray. Garden
privilege, lawn mowed by
owner. 753-5733.
UNFURNISHED
DUPLEX apartment, two
bedroom,near university.
Call 753-3312 or 7534096.
TWO BEDROOM large
upstairs apt. central heat
and air. No pets, $110.00
per month call 753-1293 or
753-1790.
ONE BEDROOM furnishes}, all electric heat
and air condition, vi-y
nice and close to MSU
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, unfurnished, one and two
bedroom 'apartments.
One Duiguid Road, just
off 641 North. 7534668.

.41111
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32 Apartments For Rent
;ears 48"
ink fence
ugh April
Lyles at
estimate.

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for boys or
girls, summer and
fall semesters. Also
efficiency apts. for
girls. Phone 753-5865
days, or 753-5108 after 6 p.m.

for ren',
753-6354
n be seen
Ave. 753-

FURNISHED
APARTMENT, large kitchen,
living
room -bedroom
combination. Call 7538175.

34. Houses For Rent
THREE ROOM house in
country. Call 753-5942
before 9 p.m.
LARGE TWO bedroom
house with den on 1'.z
acres. Central heat and
air. Off 94 East( two miles
from Murray square ).
Available
June
1.
References and lease
required. 753-5672

11=1=11I

TWO GERMAN Shepheru
Pups, One female, one
male, reasonable prices
for Champion bloodlines.
Call 502-362-4764.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

SUPE.RMAR KET

1967 BUICK SKYLARK.
Mechanically sound. $250.
753-8446.

IRISH SE-i-Mt good home
wanted for 3 year old
male, needs room to run,
excellent bloodlines, AKC
Registered. Call 753-4775.

GERMAN SHEPHERD, 11
months old, has had some
obedience training. Will
-FOR
RENT - make fine guard dog. Will
Private lot on Roberts
cheap. 492-8171.
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per sell
-16
month.
FURNISHED
Hook-up for
APARTtrailer. Call 753-9143 after
MENTS-studio. One or
PARADISE KENNELS 2 p. m. or 753-4655.
two bedrooms. ZimBoarding and grooming,
H MARKETIM6KET PRICE5 MUST HAVE
merman Apartments,
Pick up and delivery
PROPPEP AGA/14.
South 16th Street. 753- 37. livestock - Supplies
service now available.
6609.
Call 753-4106.
300 HEAD choice stock
45 Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
34. Houses For Rent
cows with calves by side.
Three
way
cross- 39 Poultry Supplies
TWO 2 bedroom furnished BY OWNER: Brick three
SMALL FURNISHED
Charolias,
Angus,
bedroom, two bath,
apartments. Call 753-6209
cottage near university.
Hereford. Straight CHICKENS, DUCKS,
central heat and airor 7534119 days.
$100 plus utilities. 753Pheasants,
Golden
Hereford, Angus,
conditioning. Large
0423.
Bantams, fancy and old
Charolias, Shorthorn.
room
family
with
favorites. Large selec- 46. Homes For Sale
Lots to suit customer.
fireplace. Call 753-8120 or
FIVE ROOM bungalow in
tion. Hubert Alexander.
Young, Laverne Estes,
see at aoo North 20th St.
New Concord, within
Phone 328-8563.
Vienna, Illinois. 618-658rent-two
SELL OR
walking distance of post
7203 days or 618-745-6558
bedroom house, nice NEW THREE bedroom
office and store. Has bathe
nights.
41. Public Sales
brick, fully carpeted
large lot, carport and
and adequate yard and
central heat and air, eight
753-3293.
outside
atarhge.
garden splice. Adults EIGHT BLACK Angus,five
acres land, three miles
YARD SALE,line oid aid
preferred. References
Heifers, three bulls. Call
of Dexter, Hwy. 1346.
east
MODERN
bedroom
TWO
new Items. Fri. & Sat.
required. 435-2374.
753-6045.
753-6018.
Call
on
one
121
acre,
home,
April 18-19 at 111 N. 7th St.
West of Stella. For sale or
BY -OWNER - Three
trade. 489-2246.
Soybean Growers
YARD SALE-American
bedroom,
newly
Legion
Murray
Building,
For Your Soy Beans Needs
redocrated
inside
and out,
Sat., April 19th, 8:00 Drama
new carpeting, on acre
OWNER: Three
BY
5:00.
Proceeds
'to
Dexter
Troth's'
lot. One car garage. Two
bedroom brick on apWomen's Softball Club.
Inoculation
miles from Murray. Call
proximately 120' x 150'
Drawing for grill donated
Moly Mix
for appointment. Call 753lot, with lovely landby Roses's at 12:00.
Soybean Seed
4931.
scaping, located at 1617
Kirkwood. Has large
Murray Warehousing Corp.
43. Real Estate
kitchen with built-ins, NEW THREE bedroom,
Old Concord Road
two bath, den, heat and
also large living roomPhone 753-8220
SPRING SPECIALS -Oneair,
in Sherwood Forest.
utility
bath,
area,
dining
Murray, Ky.
third to 17 acres. John C.
Call collect, Paducah, 443room, and lots of storage.
•
Neubauer, Realtor. Bob
2189 after 5 p m.
Selling price $28,500. Call
Rodgers, Associate.
for appointment. 753-8432.
Office 753-0101, home 7537116.
For Sale
SPACIOUS-ONLY begins
The City of Murray extra trash pack-up service
lots
adjoining
NICE
TWO
--By-Owner
to describe the large
will commence in the area south of Main Street on
on Lake Shore Drive in
Thursday, April 17, 1975. To insure your trash being
rooms in this home,
Tbres bedroom brick
Pine Bluff Shores. $3500.
More st 1101 °regrows
situated on a beautiful lot
Picked up, it must be on the curb Thursday mar436Call
terms.
or
Cash
D.. 11
/
2 WW1, bullt-lo
ru.ADrilJ.
at 815 North 20th Street.
mere, Wes's, 11•0 "
2293 or write B. D. Young,
411
Discarded appliances, stumps or heavy timbers
Home is in excellent
Wring reser careened
Hamlin, Kentucky 42046
will not be picked up Small trimmings must be buncondition
and
has
Call 435-4462,
dled and tied and no longer than 3 feet. Boxes or
fireplace, two car garage,
ROBERTS REALTY
plastic bags containing trash must be placed on
patio, central gas heat
or
located on South 12th at
curb and must be of weight or size that one man can
and central air con753-2257
Sycamore
has
handle and load. No building material will be picked
five
ditioning. Contact Moffitt
licensed and bonded sales
up. Trash that is not boxed, bundled or bagged, or is
Realty, 206 South 12th St.,
not otherwise in compliance with the above
personnel to serve you
753-3597 or evenings
regulations, will not be picked up.
plus twenty years exOatman Farley, at 753- NEW HOME for sale in
Residents of the area mai • of Main Street will be
Gatesboroughat 144 story,
clusive real estate ex9775 for viewing. advised when the service will be offered there. Each
contemporary styled.
perience. Call 753-1651 or
area will be served one time only.
Four bedrooms, three
come by our office. We LARGE BRICK four
baths. Many extras in
like to talk REAL
City of Murray
bedroom home with three
house including cathedral
ESTATE.
insulated
outbuildings,
ceiling, balcony, central
two garages, carport,
THE QUALIFIED per:.
vacuum and intercom.
over three acres, close to
Call 753-9208.
sonnet at Guy Spans
Lake and has a tremenRealty are waiting to talk
dous view for miles
to you regarding your real
around.
Only 47, Motorcycles
Saturday, April 19
estate needs. Our time is
$26,000.Moffitt Realty,
10.00 a.m.
your time. Give us a call
1973 SUZUKI TS 185, street
753-3597.
In gletlecit, Tereserstre
or drop by the office at 901
and trail, excellent
Akan Mr ales from Pwis, Tennessee. Agee we maks off NisiSycamore Street, 753- BY
condition. 3,000 miles.
grey 441 freer Merrey, two right, wretch for sectiee signs.
OWNER-Three
7724.
$475. Call Tom at 753-9958.
Will be selling some antiques, lots of tools, oak
bedroom with living
dresser, six oak chairs, swinging aLsddin lamp,two
room,family room, utility
WILSON INSURANCE,
old square tables, cow bell, old wall telephone,
room. Two acres under 1968, 250 cc street bike, sold
by Sears, made by Puch.
Real Estate, and Auction
churn with lid and dasher, wash kettle, 5 gallon
grass. Outbuildings.
Good condition. 4,000
glass jug, color television, table saw, air comat 202 South 4th Street,
Occupy June 15-20. 753miles. $250. Call 753-7229
pressor, big bench vice, boat cutters, six or eight
invites you to call 753-3263
9438.
after 5:30 p.m.
hand saws, saw vice, electric motors, furniture
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
clamps, C clamps, /
3
4" socket wrench, 44" drill,
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
HOUSE, HIGHWAY 290 at
MOTORCYCLE YAMAHA
aluminum level, stencil set, tap wrench and taps,
real estate.
7 mile marker. Two
tap and dye set, pipe cutter and threader, wrenches
size 60 good condition.
bedroom, full basement,
of all kinds. Log chains, lots of hand tools, machinist
Phone 753-2858.
For
Sale
44 lots
central heat and airtools, several links of new flat iron and round rod.
conditioning.
$24,950.
Hundreds of items not listed.
Open Saturday and 1967 HARLEY DAVISON
BY OWNER: Pi acres,
Eizeketb Littleteo-weer.
74, F. L. EL, Electric
Sunday. 436-2442.
four miles of Murray.
Shorty McBride
start, fully dressed, low
Well,
two
storage
mileage, Well worth $2000
buildings, septic tank.
No. 247, Auctioneer
will sacrifice for $16013.
Fine for trailer or NICE TWO bedroom house
Call after 5 p. m. 502-753building site Call 753-4398
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
41111111.111101111111M11111W
E564.
between 9 a. m. and r9on
young couple or elderly
or after 5.
couple. 753-9761.
1971. HONDA 566, 4000
actual miles, good condition. Phone 753-3052
after 5:00 p m.

per rick,
71.

complete
I sell for
077 after 5

Sales
iom, with
33.

bedroom,
id heat,
ood conn Riviera
' after 5
days.
. all
tenon, 12
an, storm
I
door.
entral air
within 50
B. Hayes,
42. Phone

11 mobile
60 with
indows,
i.Hook-up
Carpet,
id stools.
paneling.
ppreciate.
it call 753-

36. For Rent Or Lease

NOTICE

[room, all
a-al aird heating.
'er. See at
n Mobile
iy 94).

coling

itinghouse
$65. Call
13. m.

Rentals

0. Couples
551.

VS and
mobile
'elusive
swimlies only.

Auction Sale

HOME,
near
195 nights

IM, air
mile out
[21 South.
I depsoit,
f no an75.

tals

1ESS, or
vailable
ng with
air. Call
0 or 527Feekends

rni

Painting

apartor NW753-4331

1 garage
ides east
Garden
lowed by

Residential-Commercial
Interior-Exterior

lent, two
iiversity.
753-8096.

7 Experienced Painters
At Your Service

d large
tral heat
1, $110.00
i3-1203 or

No Job Too Large or Too Small

FREE Estimates
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

M furric heat
m, very
to MSU.

- All
-ic, unand two
tments.
lad, just
1-8668

38. Pets Supplies

Carlos Black Jr.
en
,
MS,

Poiliting;Ciititivctor406 Sunbury Circle - Murray
4111MIIMMIM

WALLIS DRU

'PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*I FADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

Auction Sale
Every Friday Night
at 641 Auction House
Paris, Tennessee.
This week--nice Baldwin piano (like new), sectional bookcase, round oak table, chest of drawers,
oak rocker, walnut wishbone dresser,oak secretary
desk, old chairs, wall telephone, sugar bucket, wall
lamps, oil lamps with hanger, flat irons, muffin
rings, skillets, brass spittoon, -stone jars, twine
holder; little Bo Peep cup with handle, gufus glass,
nippon, occupy Japan, old pitchers, glass top fruit
jars, _amber jar with gLass..top,,,old buiter•-dinkabang,mirroti minaganartdt,opesahoider,powder
jars, deep welLjet pump (like new. 3 /I 13 motor),
church pews,and lots more.

Shorty McBride, NO. 247, Auctioneer

51 Services Offer2d

51 Services Offered

HINMAN'S RENTALS home, garden, plumbing,
auto, and special tools.
Opening May 1. 802 North
18th Street, 753-5703.

MOW LAWNS and do light
hauling. Call 489-2460.

1968 DODGE CREW Cab
pickup, V-8 automatic, CONTACT SCHOLAR
power
brakes
and
Brothers for all your
steering. Extra clean. 436bulldozing, backhoe work,
2427.
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3541969 CHEVROLET pickup.
8161 after 7 p. m.
Also 1967 Chevrolet
pickup. Call 436-5366.
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
1966 VALLENT, A-1 shape,
repair service. Call 753mag wheels, air shocks.
5674.
753-3732.
1971 BUICK ELECTRA
Limited, power seats,
windows, cruise control,
AM-FM stereo radio,
steel-belted radial tires.
$2,000. 753-6320.

For Sole
1973 Ford Pinto 2door Sedan, 33,000
miles,
radio,
whitewalls, stereo
tape, 4 speed, excellent gas mileage,
one-owner local car.
Call 753-6740.
1966 CHEVELLE, Call 7535896.
1968 FORD PICK-UP, with
topper extra clean, low
mileage. Call 753-7334
before 5 or 753-8749 after 6
p.

1970 BLACK CF-5 jeep. Call
435-4417 after 5 p. m.

NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
walks.
James
See
Hamilton. 753-8500.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop (old ice
Complete
plant).
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 7534124 or 753-0790
nights.

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, Unique, Good
used trailers, 62 mile east
Of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
527-7807

Services. Offered

PAINEXPERIENCED
TER and wall paper
hanger will do by job or
by hour. 753-8343.
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do build-up
roofing
and
water
proofing. Free estimate.
Will also mow lawns. 7534485.
LAWN
MOWING.
Dependable and reliable.
Call 753-0126 or 767-2554.

1412 W. IA&

SPRAY PAINTING,
commercial, residential.
Free estimates. Call 7537915.
MODERN DRAIN cleaning
service -clogged up sinks,
toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490.

ELF,CTROLUX SALES &
Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray
or call 1-382-2468, Farmington.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN- Prompt
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks.
All
work
guaranteed. Call 492-8869,
James Buchanan.

Hawkins
Contract
Painting
and
Free

estimates.

753-6988
1974 MX 15 Yamaha. Good
condition Call
753-1580.
1973 HONDA 750-four, call
435-4498

9. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 FORD PINTO twodoor sedan Radio, fourspeed, white sidewalls.
Good tires. clean car
Excellent gas mileage.
7534740 or 753Call
8917.
1973 SUPER CHEYANNE
20, 14 ton truck. Four
door, power steering,

.1walsei

lilt

1968 MERCURY COUGAR
XR-7. ISM Phone 7537430

WILL DO sewing. Call 7537562.
SMALL GARDEN plots
made by Roto-Spader.
$3.50 or ($5.00 per hour)
Call 436-5621.
c.'.7CPERIENCED
PAINTER will do interior or
exterior wort by the hour
or job. 435-4480.
JOHN
FLUTCMENS'
Plumbing and Electric
Repair Service. No jobs
to
436-5642
small.
-anytime Awing day.
_ . ,.„
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING, landscaping, gravel
hauling. Mrytle Brenneman Pottertown Road
436-2540

D.C.'s ROOFING - new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 4374496.

Auction Sale
Thursday Night, April 17
6:30 p.m.
et Meaty Amnon Neese, le Newry, Temessese.
Selling van load of new merchandise.

Also big sale Saturday night
Doom's Wertosee.

Beecham's Auction Service
Pons, TMO11012•11
Gory lieschow, Aectiesnot
101-4424411

Would you rather have another brand television
with a 90 day warranty or a Curtis Mathes television
that still has a 4 year part and labor warranty?
if* sereite Wort es eel end vie his. ewe of *a time wrince
irporiseets be NW ewe.

753-7710

4LUMINUM SERVICE
CO.-Siding, carports,
awnings, patio covers.
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence 492-8879.

Commercial
residential -

AUCTION
Friday, April 18 - 1:30 p. m. - 3 miles north of
Dresden, Tenn. Leave Latham highway at sign
about kt mile north of Dresden and follow signs.
Weill sell 1't acres of land, building, and contents of
McClain's Chapel church. Including 12 excellent
oak pews, 27 padded folding chairs, 2 pulpit chairs,
pulpit, communion table, good piano and marble
foot stool, 2-drawer antique reading table,
children's benches and tables, gas and electric
heaters, clock, small rug and aisle runner. picture
of Christ in heavy frame.

Get A Square Deal
Every Time At
T.V. Service Center

HUTSON TEXACO
SERVICE

WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service.
12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.

THEOWE Meow, 1301
Maim April Special -20
per cent off any piece to
753-8201
be

GARDEN B1REAKING,
plowing and (Miring. Call GARDEN BREAKING,
discing, and bushogging
Terry Morgan 753-2632.
Call 753-4838.
GARDEN PLOWED and
GUTTERING -SEARS all
disc, call 7534133.
seamless
aluminum
gutters with baked on
BREAK AND DISC garwhite or colored enamel.
dens. Call Amos Hill, 753Call Larry Lyles at 7535737.
2310 for free estimate.

For information dial 642-9215 in Paris.

WORK.
CARPENTRY
Remodeling, room ad.
ditions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p.
m.

WILL MOW yards. Call
753-5894 after 3:30 p.m.

Terms on property - 20% down and balance with
deed. On furnishings - cash.
Not responsible for accidents.

1916 FORD MUSTANG 289V-8 -4 in- floor air-cond. CLArrows PAINTING
Good car Call after 4:30 p. Co - Interior and exterior. Commercial and
m. 437-4691.
residential. Quality work,
reasonably priced. For
1971 FORD one ton dump
free estimate, Call 437truck. $2700. 753-7370.
4790 or 437-4712.
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes
Caution
and air conditioning,
39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
Don't risk the lives of
436-2544.
your loved ones, have
your brakes checked
and repaired at
50. Campers
CAMPER FOR long wheel
base truck: good condition, price $150. Call 7534549 after"5 p.m.

51. Services Offered

TV Service
Center
Central Shopping Center
753-586S

NOTICE

_Starting April 17 and continuing
Through May 31, all city
residents will bé allowed to
dump trash free at the city landfill providing their vehicle
displays a city sticker. Commercial haulers will be excluded from the free dumping
privileges.
Murray Sanitation )ept.

Auction Sale
Saturday, April 19th, 10:00 a.m.
Rain or Shins

At the lene Linter WOW home plow,/
1
2 sae seelk of Timbre§
Stew toff If Nero. PM
Will sell house of furniture, appliances, glass,
china and antique items. like new refrigerator.
stove, automatic washer, home freezer, heaters,
fans, lots of small appliances, dining room,
bedroom and living room furniture, television, oil
heater, antique poster bedroom suite, treadle
sewing machine, wardrobe, odd chairs, oak
dresser, metal cabinet, camp stove, keresone lamp,
glass, china, linens, dinner bell, 410 shot gun, H and
R 25 caliber pocket pistol, rote tiller, lawn mower, 1
lot of horse drawn tools, steel tired wagon,too many
good items to list separately.
F. lortwometies

Chester Miller
Auction Service
435-4121 or 435-4144
Not Rosponstble In Coss of Acodent

-------------------------------

REVIVAL SERVICES - APRIL 14-20
•

7:00 p. m. each evening
Services held at Murray Church of the Nazarene
Plainview ancLaoren Road
Rev. Henderson Goins Jr. Evangelist

Former pastor of the Locust Grove Church of the Nazarene
at Kirk.sey, Ky
Rev. Joseph P. McCaffy, Pastor

•
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Phnom Penh Asks Cease-Fire,
Offers Transfer Of Power

MrE.Lassiter Dies
At Hospital; Was

The funeral for Dr. Ralph
Crouch, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fleetwood Crouch of Lynn
Grove, was held Tuesday, April
8, at Las Cruces, N. M., where
he died on April 5.
Survivors, in addition to his
parents, are his wife, Mrs.
Jenna Dee Crouch, Las Cruces,
N. M.; five daughters, Mrs.
Peggy Leo Gay of Santa Fe, N.
M., Mrs. Patricia Eddie Henderson and Miss,Phyllis Roi
Crouch, both of Los Angeles,
Calif., Miss Pamela Willie
Crouch and Miss Dena Dee
Crouch, both of Las Cruces, N.
M.; sister, Mrs. Maxine Bell,
Buffalo, N. Y.; brother, James
R. Crouch, Las Cruces, N. M.;
one grandchild.

Guy Rudd, Formerly
Of Lynn Grove,
Dies Tuesday

Resident Of Hazel
George Robert Lassiter of
Hazel died Tuesday at 10:30
a.m. at the Parkview Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. He was 61
years of age.
Mr. Lassiter and his wife, the
former Pauline Payne, who
survives, celebrated their 39th
on
wedding anniversary
December 2 of Last year. Born
January 2, 1914, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late David Elbert Lassiter and
Effie Holland Lassiter.
The deceased was a member
of the Blood River Church of
Christ where funeral services
will be held Thursday at three
p.m. with Bro. John Dale and
Bro. Jimmy Canter officiating.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Murray Memorial Gardens
with the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call.
Survivors in addition to his
wife, Pauline, are nine sisters,
Mrs. Lois Raspberry and Mrs.
Ova Mark, Hazel, Mrs. Frances
Stubblefield and Mrs. Lesa
Anderson, Murray, Mrs. Mabel
Hutson and Mrs. Lora Willis:
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Elta
Winchester, New Concord, Mrs.
Rachel Carucci, New York,And
Mrs. Leta 'Garner, Detroit,
Mich.; one brother, W. D.
•
I -assiter, Hazel.
Also surviving are six half
sisters, Mesdames Delores
McDougal, Mattie Ann Tripp,
Virginia Kirks, Peggy Davis,
Linda Housden, and Leta
Wedding; and two half
brothers, James and Joe
Lassiter.

Guy Rudd of Ferndale, Mich.,
retired farmer of the Lynn
Grove area, died Tuesday at
seven p. m. at the Manatee
Memorial Hospital, Bradenton,
Fla.
He was 84 years of age and
was preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Lucy Carson Rudd,
in 1969. Mr. Rudd was a
United
member of the
Methodist Church. Born May 15,
1890, in Marshall County, he
was the son of the Late Charlie
Rudd and Mary Jane Pugh
Rudd.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Maxon (Anna Mary)
McKeel of Ferndale, Mich.; two
sisters, Mrs. Vera Walston
Gillahan of Murray and Mrs.
Dave Walston of Benton; three
nephews, Euel Walston, Ed
Thomas Walston, and Bobby
Rudd; three nieces, Mrs. Mary
Brooks Arnold, Miss Helen
Walston, and Mrs. Kathryn
Tidwell.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home will have charge
Final rites for George 0.
of the funeral and burial Starks of Hazel were held
arrangements which are now Monday at two p. m. at the
incomplete.
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home,Hazel, with Bro. John H.
Starks officiating. Burial was in
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers were G. W.
Turpin, Steve, Howell, Eddy,
Kenneth, and Tirruny Starks.
Federal State Market News Service April
Mr. Starks, age 80, died
16. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
suddenly Friday at the home of
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
a grandson, Howell Starks
Receipts • Act 725 Est. 500 Barrows & Gilts

Services Held For
George 0. Starks

Purchase Area
Hog Market

steady to 54e lower Sows steady to 50e
timer
$40.50-40.72
US 1-2 200-330Lba.
$40.00-40 50
US 1-3 19041.13/a.
$31.25-46.00
n8.75-39.25
OS34210-25/11s.
Scews
US 1-2 270-350 Lbs.
833.5044 50
US 1-3 300-450 Lbs.
634.00-3900
US l-3450190 Lbs.
635.50-36.50
few at $37.60
US 2-3 300-510Lbs.
$33.00-33.50
Boars g27.08-8Lig

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ola Starks, Hazel; daughter,
Mrs. Pearl Turpin, three sons,
Wesley, Jack, and Brent
Starks; three brothers, Herdice
F., J. M., and Bob Starks; fifteen grandchildren; one great
grandchild.

Fish Fry Specials
Prices Good Thursday (17)-through Fish Fry

Dresses
Sizes Infants through 14
Reg. 24.98
Reg 21.98

$10°'
S900

Reg 15.98
One Group

$800
$500

Shirts & Halters

$500

1.14 S6

Pants & Tops

20%

Bank Of Murray Hosts
Concord Class Dinner
commended the farmers of the
community for their part in the
continuing good etonomy of
Calloway County. Howard
Steeley, bask vice-president,
was also introduced and spoke
briefly.
Class officers reelected to
serve for the sixteenth year are
Bill Edd Hendon, president,
Bobby
Spiceland,
vicepresident, and Harold Houston,
secretary-treasurer.
W. H. Br000ks, teacher of the
class which now meets at the
STOCK MARKET
Murray Area
Vocational
School, spoke of the class work
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
and expressed appreciation to
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I. M. Simon Co. are as follows.
the Bank of Murray for its
continued sponsorship of the
18 -%
Airco
dinners for the classes each
Amer. Motors
5% Ai
year.
James
Ashland Oil
19 -6t
Lawson,
A.T. & T
41% -1#4
Vocational
School
principal,
Boise Cascade
1$ •sil
sent his regrets at not being
Ford
35%
Gen. Motors
42% -1 able to attend.
Gen. TIre
.13% ame
Goodrich
18% +NI
Gifts were presented by the
Gulf Oil
30 41
bank to the members, their
Pennwalt
25% uric
Quaker Oats
15% -%
wives, and guests.
Tappan
5% -%
Guests and officials present
Western Min
13% -%
Zenith
19N -%
were Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dick,
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Gingles, and
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Steely,
Prices of stock ot local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Brooks, and
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen.
Murray. are as follows:
Class members are Bill
Homes
734 JAL
Adams,Hollie Alderdice, Hal B.
Kaufman & Broad
Systems
P
. Aibrondesa
itten,Ike Albritten, Joe Pat
Kimberly Clark
U -14
or. jos
Carraway, Mac Coleman, Joe
Union Carbide
211k. -15
W.R.Grace
Pat Coleman, Grundy Falwell,
Texaco
unc
OW Falwell, Beauford French,
24La
47 -I's
General Elec
GAF Corp
9's -N
D. B. Grubbs, Bill Edd Hendon,
Georgia Pacific
Houston, Robert
:4*,, Harold
Pfizer
w.-4-1, Houston, Thomas Houston, Gill
Jim Walters
uric
Kirsch
16 -N
Hopson, J. M. Lofts, Bobby
47's
Disney
Franklin Mint
Meador, Robert McCage, Jr.,
Tommy Parker, Donny Parker,
Danny
Pittman,
Bobby
Spiceland, F. H. Spiceland, Don
Spiceland, Steve Spiceland, Bill
Stubblefiekl, Bobby Stubblefield, Jim Wilson, Jim Pat
Wilson, and Robert R. Wilson.
Ability to play some kind of
musical instrument or the
appreciation for a wide range of
only
the
are
sounds
requirements for the fourth
annual Hoe Down scheduled at
Murray State University
Saturday, April 26.
Sponsored by the Entertainment Committee of the
Student Government
Association, the 7 p.m. event
Buy A
will be held on the courtyard of
the University School and is
open to the public.
With a theme somewhere
between Bluegrass, folk, and
country, past Hoe Downs have
witnessed a wide variety of
And Get Your Choice
performances by such inOf A
struments as: guitars, banjos,
kazzoos, fiddles, harps, drums,
Jew's harps, jugs, washboards,
spoons, combs, and even foot
tappings.
•Grass Catcher
"The Hoe Down is not limited
to college students by any
•Dump Cart
means," said Fred Sapp,
chairman of the SGA En•20" Power Mower
tertainment Committee, "and
since it is free, both those who
Values to 599'
listen and those who play can
come and really have some new
experiences."
Sapp indicated that many
local talent groups have expressed an interest in the event
and have made plans to attend.
"At least one Nashville, Tenn.,based group has expressed
interest," he said.
Persons wishing additional
information about the Hoe
Down are urged to contact the
SGA office in the Harry Lee
Waterfield Student Union
Building on campus or call 502
762-6951.
Members of the New Concord
Adult Farmer Class, their
wives, and guests were entertained with a dinner at the
Seven Seas Restaurant on
Tuesday, April 15, at seven p.
m. by the Bank of Murray.
Rob Gingles, vice-president of
the bank, presided, and Hollie
Alderdice, class member, gave
the invocation.
The bank president, Joe Dick,
spoke briefly at the meeting and

Hoe Down

Scheduled

Kiwanis Club To
Hold Ladies Night

Field reports in Cambodia
said a massive insurgent force
seized the civilian control tower
at Pochentong airport four
miles west of the capital in the
early afternoon and by sundown had grabbed the airstrip,
the rest of the airport and the
military base.
In South Vietnam, goverpment forces pulled out of ffle
provincial capital of Phan Rang
after tank-led attacks by three
North Vietnamese divisions.

Thirteen area residents including three from Calloway
County have enlisted in the U-. S.
Marine Corps recently, according to Gy. Sgt. David A.
Benson, recruiter.
Calloway men who have
enlisted are Robert Cullen
Moody, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Moody, Murray Route
Eight, David Dwain Thorne, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Thorne
of Dexter Route One, and
Martin Wade Storey, grandson
of Asher Farris of Murray
Route Three.
Moody, a senior at Calloway
County High School, enlisted
March 31 for four years in the
Aviation Technology field. He
will go on active duty July 25 at
Parris Island, S. C., where he
will under go recruit training
for eleven weeks in rifle and
pistol marksmanship, first aid,
marine corps history and
traditions, hand to hand combat
and techniques of water survival. Upon completion of
recruit training, Moody will
have a leave of ten days before
reporting for training in the
aviation technology field.
Thorne, a senior at Calloway
County High School, and Story,
a junior at Calloway, enlisted
February 18 on the buddy
program for combat arms.

The Murray Kiwanis Club will
hold its annual ladies night
meeting on Thursday evening,
• •
April 17, according to Dr.
(Continued from Page
Robert Daniel, president.
Joe Rose, Kiwanis immediate Democrat elected to that
past president, was the speaker position in 20 years when he won
at the meeting last week of the his first term in 1954.
The 1975 Insight-Lecture
Kiwanis Club. "Trivia" was the
Committee
chairman-, Roger
subject of his talk as he
discussed the longest, the Watson of Louisville, said of the
shortest, the largest, the program,"This year's program
smallest, the most, the least, promises to be one of the best in
the tallest and shortest of the history of the series as all
everything from buildings, four speakers have been
baseball and animals to people. dynamically involved with
Clyde Miller and Jack Vin- various aspects of American
cent were inducted into the political life."
Previous speakers at MSU
fellowship of Kiwanis by past
Lt. Governor Harold Ever- who have been presented by the
Insight
committee
this
smeyer.
semester include former U. S.
Army Lt. William L. Calley and
former Central Intelligence
Agency official Victor Marchetti.
"The public is invited to attend Insight 1975 as for the first
Revival services will be held time in recent years the event
April 23 through 27 at the Locust will be free. This will allow
Grove Church of the Nazarene, everyone the chance to listen
located one mile north of and form his own opinion,"
Kirksey, just off Highway 299. Watson added.
Services will begin at 7:30 p.
m.
Wednesday
through
Birthstone
Saturday and at 11 a. m. and
2:00 p. in. on Sunday.
Rev. Rick Dye, pastor of the
Diamond
Benton Church of the Nazarene,
will serve as evangelist. Roger
and Euleta Sweeney, song
evangelists from Elkton, will be
conducting the music and
singing in each service.
The Sunday afternoon service
will follow a basket dinner in the
Church Fellowship Hall at noon
and will consist of a gospel
Our
177-1-7—
music program, featuring the
Greatest
Sweeneys in concert.
Diamonds Slightly Enlargod
To
Show
Exquisite?
Value
Dtttoill
The public is cordially invited
to any and all of these services,
according to William H. Doan,
'S
/
Pastor.
At' Friday
Op,
n

Insight

Revival At Locust
Grove Nazarene
Starts Wednesday

off

Boys Pants
by Mann

$r-$4°0
Few Sport Coats

$500

Sherry's Youth
Shop
Court Square Paris, Tenn.
— Store Hours 9-5
9-8 friaays

The Ministry of Defense said
government units were ordered
to form a new defense line
south of Phan Rang, which was
one of two remaining government coastal enclaves.
Field reports in South Vietnam also said government
troops were forced into their
first retreat in the crucial
battle for Xuan Loc but continued to hold the ruins of the isolated provincial capital 40 miles
east of Saigon.

Moody, Thorne & Storey Enlist
In The United States Marines ,
They will be on active duty
August 26 at Parris Island, S.
C., where they will under go
recruit training for eleven
weeks in rifle and pistol
marksmanship, first aid,
marine crops history and
traditions, hand to hand combat, and techniques of water
survival. Upon completion of
recruit training, the two men
will have a leave of ten days
before reporting for training in
the combat arms.
Others enlisting from the area
include Gregory Howard
Culver, Benton Route One,
Terry Gene Powell, Clinton
Route One, Donald Owen
Williams, Hickman Route Four,
Jon Lawrence Hoganstad,
Mayfield, Rickie Joe Harris and
Allen Lee Harris, both of Boaz
Route One, Evan Andrew
Kelley, Paducah Route Seven,
Phillip Curtis Lockhart and,
Gregory Alan Cummins, both of
Kuttawa Route Two, and
Howard E. Langston, Brookport, Ill.
TRESPASSERS
BULLIED
A sign in a Norfolk, England, field reads: "Trespassers admitted free — the bull
will charge them later."
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FREE
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Bank of Murray hosted the dinner for the New Concord Adult Farmer Class on Tuesday at
Seven Seas Restaurant. Pictured, left to right, are W. H. Brooks, class teacher, Joe Dick, bank
president, Bobby Spiceland, class vice-president, Howard Steely, bank vice-presidenj, Bill Ed
Hendon, class president Harold Houston, class secretary-treasurer, and Rob Gingles, bank vicepresident.

By The Associated Press
The Phnom Penh government
has asked for an immediate
cease-fire in its five-year war
with the Khmer Rouge insurgents and offered to give up its
authority, the International
Committee of the Red Cross announced today in Geneva.
The offer came as Phnom
Penh's airport fell after a day
of fighting and the Communistled rebels began shelling the
center of the capital.
A Red Cross spokesman said
a message from Cambodia's
leader, Gen. Sak Sutsakhan,
was sent by telegram to Prince
Norodom Sihanouk in Peking.
Sihanouk, ousted from power in
Cambodia in 1970, is titular
leader- of the insurgents.
The spokesman said it contamed "a request for an immediate cease-fire and a proposal
for the transfer of government
powers."

LAKE.DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.8,
down 0.2. Below dam 319.3,
down 4.4
Barkley Lake, 7 a in 357.4,
down 0.6. Below dam 327.2,
down 5.9.
.Sunset 7:31 g.m, Sunrise 6;22
.f11

Moon seta 12;37 a.m. Rises
1048 a.m.

•EASY TO OPERATE
•EASY TO SERVICE
•EASY TO OWN

Compare the rest,
then buy the best!
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Have
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CHECK OUR DEALS
DURING "OPEN HOUSE."
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The Henry-Calloway
Recreation Corporation is
beginning its fifth year of
recreational activities. This
organization was founded in
November 1967 to provide
outdoor recreational facilities
for families residing in Henry
County,
Tennessee
and
Calloway County, Kentucky.

Piano Teaching Workshop Slated At Murray State During Summer

ines

"Teaching Group Piano —
For Increased Studio Effectiveness" will be the theme
of a three-day Piano Pedagogy
Workshop at Murray State
University June 30-July 2.
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Dr. Lawrence East, chairman
of the Music Education and
Class Piano Departments at
Northern Illinois University at
DeKalb, will be the featured
guest instructor for the
workshop for piano teachers
and those planning careers as
piano teachers.
To cover the development of
curricula and materials for
studio use, as well as instruction
in
the
multiple
piano
laboratory, the workshop is one
of a series of eight Summer
Workshops sponsored by the
College of Creative Expression
on the campus this year.
John C. Winter, professor of

Bonnie Tucker, MSU Instructor,
Co-Authors Chapter In New Text
Mrs. Bonnie Tucker, an instructor in the Department of
Special Education at Murray
State University, is a co-author
of a chapter in a recently
published text entitled "PerBehavior
spectives
in
Modification with Deviant
Children."
Research for the article,
included in a section headed
SON OF STILTMAN — Dave "Problems in Parental ConDeGarro walks on stilts at trol," was done by Mrs. Tucker
San Bernardino, Calif. Dave's and three others in 1969 while
father, Harold, who is a stilt- she was a graduate student at
man, taught Dave the the University of Kansas.
technique when Dave was a
Edited by 0. Ivar Lovaas and
Bradley D. Bucher, the new
youngster.
book contains a collection of the
(AP Wirephoto)

ttJ 50

SAL

BIG 3 DAY ALE!

5

music at Murray State, will keyboard experiences in the
serve as campus coordinator. elementary grades. He also
East, a noted authority on serves as a consultant to exprograms in
group piano who has conducted perimental
workshops in Canada, Mexico, Keyboard instruction in several
Randinavia, South Africa and school systems.
The fee for the workshop is
Germany, as well as the United
States, formerly served on the $25. One semester hour of
faculties at Ohio State graduate or undergraduate
University, at the University of credit may also be earned by
Missouri in Kansas City, and at paying an additional fee_ for
the National Music Camp in tuition. Dormitory rooms are
available for $2.50 per night.
Interlochen, Mich.
Participants are urged to
A well-known writer for
for
applications
professional music submit
publications, East recently had enrollment as soon as possible.
Application forms and ada two-volume work published
entitled "Let's Find Out About ditional information may be
Music," which is designed for obtained by writing to:
Director, Summer Workshops,
College of Creative Expression,
Box 3029, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071.

Your Ears Pierced

12
19
26

with purchase of
studs sale priced
at only

MURRAY
CO*
P3du(ah

Offer Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. Only

Bel-Air Shopping
Open Till 8:30 Fri. Nite

•

The ‘cif.p.I

Murray Calloway ,County
teenagers who will be 18 by
November4 should registerby April 28 so they can
vote in the May Primary _
Election.
Paid political advertising paid for by Earl Tabers,candidate
for Circuit Court Clerk, Earl Tabers,treasurer.

Remember,being broke means never
having to say
pay:'

Creased atai Catttrbriabie
tip

ATTENTION

a)It's inexpensive.
b)You don't have to look for change.
c)Your relatives won't call.
d)You can paint your feet— save on shoes.
e)You can create a mural — connect the
cracks in your ceiling.

E N'S VIIRRA Y

Cmirtinfreti II) star

St,
St!

In observance of the anniversary of the first membership meeting, the HenryCalloway Recreation Corporation is holding an Open
House and Member-Guest Golf
Tournament on Sunday, April
20. Residents of Henry and
Calloway Counties are invited
to come to Puryear at 2:30 p.m.
and tour the facilities.
Construction was completed
and the corporation opened the
summer of 1970 with a swimming pool and bathhouse, two
tennis courts, a shuffle board
court, a clubhouse, and a nine-

Henry-Calloway Recreation Corporation board members
are, left to right, front row, Billy Templeton, Rita Rainey,
secretary, fames Barfield, president, foe Milam, club
manager, back row, Harold Etheridge, W. F. Cory, treasurer,
and Hal Underwood, vice-president. Open house wilt be
held at the club at Puryear on Sunday, April 20, at 2:30 p.m

Being broke is a state of mind,that is until your checks
start bouncing all over.Then it is a state of confusion.
Until you can move to another state, think of all the positives:

•
:0E~
:()PE N' NIGHTS & SUNDAYS:
•
▪ 11/

MURRAY: Bel Air Center
MAYFIELD. On The Square
PADUCAH. Downtown & Crossroads
McKENZIE, TENN: Shopping Plaza

most outstanding research
articles written in the past
several years dealing with
behavior modification studies.
Other co-authors of the article
are R. Vance Hall of the
University of Kansas faculty
and Sharon S. Craston and
Connie Cristler, both graduate
students at the University of
Kansas during the research
project.
The article originally appeared in print in 1970 in the
"Journal of Applied Behavior
Analysis" and has been used in
several publications since that
time. It is a report of three
behavior modification experiments using three different
research designs to investigate
effects of systematic reinforcement and punishment
procedures in the classroom
and at home.
According to Mrs. Tucker,
who joined the faculty at
Murray State in the fall of 1974,
the article has particular
significance for teachers and
parents of exceptional children.
Mrs. Tucker earned both the
B. S. and M. S. degrees at the
University of Kansas. Besides
her graduate work there in the
special education of the
emotionally disturbed, she has
done 10 additional hours of
Individual study with Dr. Todd
Risley, one of the outstanding
behaviorists in the United
States.
Before joining the faculty at
Murray State, Mrs. Tucker
worked three years with the
public schools in Kansas City
and a year with the Ozanam
Home for Boys, also in Kansas
City.

The first annual meeting of
the membership was held in
April 1968. At that time it was
decided to proceed with construction of the facility on land
located in the Puryear Community.

hole USPGA regulation golf
course. In addition to the outdoor recreational activities, the
Corporation sponsors steak
suppers, teen dances, card
nights, ladies luncheons, square
dances, an annual fashion show
and family barbecue suppers.
The Paris-Henry County
Jaycees hold their annual
Easter Seal Invitational Golf
Tournament at the Corporation
each September.
This
Corporation
was
organized
to
provide
recreational facilities for a
membership of 250 families. A
limited number of memberships are still available. In
anticipation of the corporation's
growth, land has been purchased for an additional nineholes to be added to the golf
course.
Members of the board are
James Barfield, president, Hal
Underwood, vice-president,
Rita Rainey, secretary, W. F.
Cory, treasurer, Billy Templeton, Harold Etheridge, and
Joe Milam, club manager.
Anyone desiring additional information about the club can
contact the club manager at 2473264 or any board member.
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Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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New State 'Parks Commissioner
To Emphasize Idea Of Nature
— purpose," he said. "They
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Twenty-five years ago, Bruce provide recreational opMontgomery was aired to portunity for Kentuckians and
manage Kentucky Dam Village they're a Kentucky showcase.
State Park. In January, Gov. They show out-of-state visitors
Julian Carroll appointed the .what Kentucky has to offer. If
Danville businessman as you travel from Jenny Wiley to
commissioner of the Kentucky Kentucky Dam, you go from
mountains to our delta counDepartment of Parks.
Montgomery returns to the try," he continued. "There's a
parks system with the benefit of tremendous variety of scenery
early training in wildlife con- available there."
parks
He agrees with Gov. Carroll
and
servation
management and with the that state parks must be conexperience of a successful sidered one of Kentucky's
business career. Both will be natural resources. "Our
put to work, said Montgomery. obligation is to improve this
The new commissioner feels resource," he said. "I want to
equal concern for the protection reduce the carnival effect in the
)f the parks' natural en- parks and make them more
vironment and for the natural. I want to develop the
responsible management of the natural phenomena they were
multi-million dollar parks created for.
With our parks, we have an
system.
"Our parks have a two-fold- opportunity to leave something

[§ars

Lawn SALE!

Chain-Drive 6-H.P. Roto-Spader
Easy-starting engine located over tines for powerful digging action. Adjustable tines cut swaths 10,
26 or 28 in. Two speeds.

Was $389.95

$36995

Champion Chain Link Fencing

for future generations," he
added.
Montgomery plans an emphasis on the development of
outdoor recreation. "We'll
spend money on naturalists, the
nature centers and on trails,"
he added. "We don't need
junk—there's enough natural
beauty and recreational opportunities in these parks to
attract people without it."
Montgomery has directed
that the department move to
expand its outdoor recreation
programs. At one park the
department has begun a model
trail project, which he would
like to expand throughout the
system.
-I'd like to make the parks
more accessible to the handicapped," he explained. Trail
included
have
planners
provision for gentle paths which
can accommodate the handicapped, he said, and he is
investigating the possibility of
placing braille markers at
points of interest on these trails.
His emphasis on preserving
the natural atmosphere of the
parks will be balanced with
fiscal responsibility, Montgomery said. "I would not be a
responsible public official not to
act in a business-like manner."
Parks management and
_administration is not simple
business, asserted the corn-missioner, whose business
interests have included real
estate, insurance and farming.
"The ideal background for
someone who wants to be a park
superintendent is to be a city
manager," he said. "A park has
problems like a small town--it
has buildings, and people, roads
to maintain, and water and
sewer plants.
The parks have to be financially sound, he said, and he
intends to follow good business
practices in operating them.
"We're going to try to extend
our season where it's fiscally
feasible," he said. The
department's promotion of
special-event winter weekends
has helped keep occupancy high
in the off-season, he noted.
"We're hoping to keep more
parks open longer," he said, "if
it's good business."
The extended seasons help
local economies, he added,
noting that an extended season
brings more business to private
enterprise in park areas.
Montgomery cited a recently
completed study of the
economic impact of three
Eastern Kentucky Parks. "It
proves what I've known all
along, that parks are a real
benefit to the economy."

NOW SAVE 12% to 18%
Sears Best chain link- fence outfits include line post, top rail,
loop caps, and galvanized fabric.
Add protection. security! 11 1 2 ga.

Beware the
cockroach

Was $1.85

951
Per foot
39 in. high

Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Need
Prices are Catalog Prices
Shipping, Installation Extra

Sae We lees iftit

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE

r CI

ears

Seetitside Riopelle Center
Worm,Ey.
753-2310

Even though you keep an
immaculate house, cockroaches can hitchhike into
your home in a grocery bag
and if sources of food and water are available, you will
soon be hit with a widespread
infestation.
2-inch to 2-inch-long
1
The /
pests are not biological carriers of disease but the filth on
their legs and bodies can contaminate food and utensils
and cause food poisoning,
dysentery and other illnesses.

State Helps Engineers Learn Effects Of Mines

Hospital
Report

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Until a
couple of years ago, few people
took much interest in the surApril 4, 1975
face effects of underground
mining. However, in 1974, some
ADULTS 116
Kentucky legislators, at the
NURSERY 9
urging of the division of
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS reclamation in the Kentucky
Natural
Department for
DISMISSALS
Resources and Environmental
Mrs. Eva Ross, Route 1, Protection, passed a law to
Kirksey, Mrs. Mary C. Mott,314 control these effects.
S. 13th, Murray, Mrs. Margie N.
At a recent Pikeville College
Lyons, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. seminar, representatives of the
Teresa Bazzell, Route 1, state division of reclamation,
Kirksey, Mrs. Brenda Joyce federal officials, mining
Smith, Route 3, Box 294, Paris, operators and mining engineers
Tn., Mrs. Annie L. Wyatt, New discussed not only the effects of
Concord, Mrs. Hettie Euellen surface mining, but also surface
Ward and Baby Girl, 803 Pine, disturbances caused by unBenton, Roger •Dale Crouse, derground mining.
Route 2, Box 264, Murray, Mrs.
Designed as part of the
Lisa I. Coursey, Route 1,
Syrnsonia, Miss Lisa Carole University of Kentucky's
Rearoat, 2017 Gatesborough continuing education program
,
Circle, Murray, Othel D. for the College of Engineering
to a parcatered
the
seminar
Virgil
Hazel,
1,
Route
Paschall,
the
Clayton, Route 1, Buchanan, ticular segment of
those
Tn., Edward E. Black, Route 1, engineering profession—
work in the
Farmington, Tommy Blair, who design and
Route 1, Farmington, Mrs mining industry.
The meeting brought together
Mary L. McGregor, Route 3,
Benton, Mrs. Mary Beth three divisions of the enValentine, 1605 Magnolia, vironmental protection
Murray, Mrs. Opha M. Loudon, department — reclamation,
Almo, William E. Watson, water resources and water
Route 1, Murray, Robert Perry quality. They outlined the water
Hornsby, 813 Olive, Murray, pollution and related problems
John M. McCuLston, Route 2, caused by deep mining, conPuryear, Tn., Mrs. Effie Bean, trasted them with those caused
Rt.6, Murray, Mrs. Eliza Craig, by surface mining and
Route 3, Hazel.
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GALLON
GAS
CAN

AUTO
ORGANIZER
than

CONTACT
PAPER
E 1 29

Keeps your car neat and

Provides a handy place for
maps, sunglasses, or food
ELSEWHERE 4.99

ELSEWHERE 5 95

99 344

3
8

* PINE SOL
DISINFECTANT
CLEANER

9,'

TRAY SET

47
ELSEWHEREI
1.99

ELSEWHERE
99e

93'
99

PAINT
ROLLER

LAWN AND
LEAF
BAGS

COM

Gene
Prot
sume
co

ELSEWHER

ELSEWHERE 2.19

ELSEWHERE 4 95

28 oz.
ELSE
WHERE
1.39

MORE WEEKEND BARGAINS
FOR EFFECTIVE RFLIEF OF
SINUS HEADACHE AND
CONGESTION

11141

*rat

Bottle
of 20

0

*e

be

WITH PURCHASE OF
ear

Limit One

Ijd

qREAT-EASh MASCARA
ji{altiatte
LSEWHERE

16th

BO A of 40

Flavor

Closed

Until

- memorial Day

TAM PAX
TAMPONS
JUNIORS, REGULARS
OR SUPERS
E Lai/0414E 2.08

a
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DRUG

(Except Saturdays)

Te"Bfass`Lanter4
AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048
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FLICKER
LADIES'
RAZOR
FISFWHERF

1 69

101

SHOP
AND SAVE

STORE

Central Shopping Center

a

WITH OR
WITHOUT
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All/

MILDMIN
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mo.. IL Tues.

2 75

$1.75
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-

W
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The only waterproof,
colsmudgeproof, creaseproof, ,
crerne eye shadow

SINAREST
TABLETS

ELSEWHERE 1.32
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Ey.
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GREAT
SHADOW

q°
Al'

7 oz

Char-broiled Steaks
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you
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DISINFECTANT
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Western Kentucky's
Most Unique Restaurant!

SAT.

RESERVED

C.

-Reopening For
The Season

LFRI.
APRI
HURS.

ALL DIAMONDS
REDUCED
20 to SO-,

Blazing
Diamond Cluster
Choice of 2 Styles
Regular
S180.00
Value April
Only
Buy or lay Away Now and Save!
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Speaking for the division of
water quality, Clyde Baldwin, a
sanitary engineer, said that the
division of water quality must
monitor the activities of all
mining operations to guarantee
their compliance with state
water quality criteria.

MON. TUES. WED.

6

oun
6'
Unlwhiz,
to f
use

QUANTITY RIGHTS

SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO.

'Brass
'Lantell

Ratliff explained that excess
rock, waste coal and other
impurities are generated by
deep mine operations. When
deep mine operators dispose of
these wastes, the materials
sometime form dams and water
may become trapped. Water

LAST
WEEK

of land, loss of aesthetic value,
possible slides, pollution and
health and safety hazards.
Villines explained that
cornmop problems with coal
wastes include burning, sliding,
stream blockage, slate dumps,
gob piles and slurry ponds. A
gob pile is a coal refuse bank
composed mainly of solid
wastes. A slurry pond is the
liquid form of a gob pile.

seeping through the dam picks
up pollutants and becomes acid
drainage or iron water,
resulting in a substance known
as "yellow boy" in streams.
the
Springate,
Larry
division's
reclamation
revegetation specialist, noted
the significance of revegetation
in reducing erosion and its
resulting stream pollution. He
also explained the basic amount
of coverage and the kinds of
for
required
grasses
revegetation
Jim Villines, an engineer in
the division of water resources,
said that the main safety
problems created by coal waste
disposal are nonproductive use

discussed some solutions.
Ken Ratliff, assistant director
of the reclamation division, said
the major water pollution
problem associated with surface mines is runoff, which
creates sedimentation. Acid
drainage and black water,
caused by drainage from underground mines and coal
preparation plants, are also
problems.
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Unit Pricing Voluntary
In Kentucky, Generally
Found On Tags, Shelves
Which Is cheaper? A 124i
ounce can of beans for $1.00 or a
6 4 ounce can for 41 cents?
Unless you are a mathematical
whiz, it might take you a while
to figure that out. . . . unless you
use unit pricing.
Unit pricing gives food prices
in cost per unit"— for example,
cost per pound or per ounce. If
one can of beans costs 6 cents
per ounce and another costs 8
cents per ounce, one can of
beans is obviously a better buy.
Unit pricing enables consumers
to compare different brands
and sizes of containers at a
glance.
Some states, by law, require
unit pricing; in Kentucky it is
voluntary. The unit prices are
generally found on tags on the
edges of shelves above or below
the food products.
Another practice which helps
consumers with their food
shopping is "open dating,"
which tells consumers and
grocers something about a
product's freshness. Four types
of dates are frequently used:
+The pack date tells the date
of final packaging, i. e.,
"packed January, 1975";
+ The pull date is the lastdate
the product will be sold as a
fresh product. i. e., "sell by
February 20, 1975." It's the
most commonly used dating
system;
+A freshness date refers to a
product's peak, i. e., "better if
used before April 1, 1975";
+An expiration date is the
final date of recommended use,
i. e.; "do not use after May 1,
1975."
If you see a date on a product
package and don't know what
the date means, ask the grocer
or write to the company.
Open dating is a great aid to
buying food that is fresh. Once
you know a pack date, pull date,
freshness date or expiration
date, store and use 'a food
product accordingly.
Use open dating and unit
pricing, when available, to get
the best quality for the least
cost.
If you bakse a consumer
complaint, contact the Attorney
General's Division of Consumer
Protection. Kentucky consumers may call toll-free on the
consumer hotline by dialing I-

formation which clarifies a
financial situation. It may not
be all you hoped for, but at least
it will help you to proceed in a
profitable manner.
.
j2
lEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Personal relationships under
something of a cloud. Stress
diplomacy. A high-handed
attitude will only make you
unpopular.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A good period for finalizing
agreements. Some unusual
background activity will
provide the spark that hurries
matters through more quickly
than expected.
UBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ./L

7'e

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

800-372-2960. Or you may write
to: Attorney General's Division
of Consumer Protection, The
Capitol, Room 34, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
If you'd like to hear more
about consumer protection,
tune in. to the "Consumer
Survival Kit," a new TV series
designed to save you money and
headaches in the marketplace.

F9R THURSDAY,APRIL17,
Look in the section in which speculation cause yOu to
your birthday comes and find became anxious and (or) inwhat your outlook is, according decisive. Carry out your plooS
as scheduled. Things should
to the stars.
turn out well.
ARIES
GEMINI
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
0
.
( May 22 to June 21) 1141
Keep plans flexible: changing
A fine day for advancement
situations could make revision along lines important to YOU.
necessary. On the personal Don't veer off on tangents.
side: Romance and travel however, or good effort will be
highly favored.
wasted.
TAURUS
CANCER
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 17-Sda
' ( June 22 to July 23)
Don't let rumors and idle
You should receive 111-

VIE:4

100

e

Kraig.. T•rill.. 40.1.
Iliritty Dorf S.NI 11.1s

lErgessw Tender, Lean
- Thrifty Beef

Fresh Meek illgie

-

&OW

CHUCK

MEAT

PORK

STEAK

WIENERS

ROAST

Stscur 'finder. Lass
1110/br Seel

CUBE

SLICED

FISH

STEAK

BACON

14 02.

Deluxe Pizza
FOR

YOUR

Thrifty Beef

T-BONE
STEAK

0.454:
iv

Kreger Climb Pak

09 .

0

28

GROUND
STICKS .. BEEF
c ., NA
,. L

la8.
C

U6
39

Lb.

Freshly Ground

HAM

SATISFACTION

HENS

4 To 6
Lbs.

KROGER'S PRO

Portloos

89c
79c

Lb

Beef & Hydrated Soya Flour Mix
In Our 3 Lb. "Flavor Seal" Pkg.

6 To I

Lbs.

Steaks

4

I lb
tin

1

SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST
$ 39

Frost. Wee 5,

33 Lbs.
01

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of the ANIMAL WORLD
Other
em. 1
tois

STEAKS

89c

GET YOUR

Mini-Mizer

Fa may Pak

Meaty

Rib Ralf

TURBOT

TURKEYS

PORK

FILLETS

NECKS

LIAR-

.
..
I cx.,

The Mini-Must works like a little adding machine,
and fits easily Is your purse. It totals up your food
bill as yee shop. So you don't hare to tale our word
that Kroger will minimize your toed costs Our MI114
MIDI( can prove it to you

$ I09
Lb.IN

Mere &

Lb.35c

Lb. 1109c

AND COMPARI OWPRICESt

LOIN

4I 0

LET *ROGER
MINI-MIZE YOUR

FOOD COSTS
WITH THESE

20 Oz.
Leaves

ONE ;10 ADDIR
PURCHASE

1

®Vc,1
06,„moNs.,

KROGER BUITERMIRST

White Bread
11105E1 COUNTRY

2Vs: 89c

KROGO
SHORTENING

2 LZas $1

Was

Al2

.75

NITH OR
NITHOUT
rAlC

8 oz

Air
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t One
E WHERE
2 25
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delay a jib, end aryl', foga times
more. This is Hoe people's tin dam
Mimi speed.
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5:I $313 $299 Flour
RICHT E X
NIG $169 $157 Shortening ...

REFRESHING LIPTON

Tea Bags

U.S.DA. Grade "A"

EGGS

Peanut Butter

Do..

'`J'Azi.

73c 71c

Cottage Cheese

"g%. 79c

Salad Dressing

CLOVER VALLEY VANILLA

Ice Cream
Eatmore Oleo

32TAIR

7
wias
NORTHERN
I A

TISSUE

'4 69c

FROZEN FAVOR/TES
MEAT
POT PIES

79c

ASSORTED VARIETIES

Patio Dinners
AVONDALE CRINKLE CAR

Potatoes
CHOPPED OR LEAF

Kroger Spinach

na 49C

5.89c
5..0, $1.

4 A oI I

C

PSI

MENTHOL CH LIME COLGATE

Instant Shave
.
Hair Spray--..—
BAND

RAGU

White Or Gelden

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYLE CORN
I

Half
Gal.
With this caupon and $1000 porches*, excluding MEP
items prohibited by law and in addition to the SEM
cost
coupon inerchandise Limit me Seined min
to applicable taus Good tbrouoh Tresday, April

of

Ii 1111111111

CAN $1 13 89c
kite Or Colors

6:2c°L, 57c

53c
lpili: 65c 6 c
/

Chunk Tuna
MEDIUM GRAIN

li, $123 $1" Kroger Rice

_

e

69c 67c
- ,

GREAT FOR SANDWICHES

,,,.

Spaghetti Sauce

PUREX

For

KROGER LIGHT

CHARM IN

TISSUE

Carnation

Embassy

Liquid

White Or Assorted

SWANSOFT
SALAD
IVORY
COFFEE
MATE DRESSING DETERGENT TOWELS
16 $11/ 0
3289
.
Oz.
Jar
Ear
U.S. No.

NAVEL
ORANGES

1

4i $
Ott.

All Purpose Genuine

IDAHO
POTATOES

.99c

10

Reg

Fancy

CHERRY
!..1.at $139

_TOMATOES

79c

59c

Pt

With 1lis
PikniCeil
soea sod $10.00 liwC47 FSAPI. titiodul
items prohibited by law and ,n addition to the
cost of coupon merchandise Limit one Settled
2
tz
o ipplocao
lit tales. Geed Ihroireh Tuesday, Milt 11.1111

Assorted il

DUNCAN HINES

CAKE MIX

:
0
1 rI
29 j2
b0
RollsPkgs.

.1.11111
111:11
sime
LIM
ran

-

MO NM

Plastic Strips

;1/41our

BLEACH

P. oi

Hormel Spam

California Sunkist

21 $1

ri

&

r 89c 87c
.,.......'
.....
'28° 87c 79c

M FP Flea rid*

COLGATE

\

$189$149

, KRAFT MACARONI 3 89,
6 CHEESE DINNER

—

Catsup

114

125--

DEL MONTE

17

0
11,

N ow6

/1E417/16 BEAUTY
TOOTHPASTE

3

Mayonnaise

oz.

\

CRISCO

KRAFT

Assorted Banquet

Price '
71

$129 $119 Oil

Soft

gm $158

New
L"
Price

NewLowti49
3is
CAN

Shortening

MIRACLE MOP
KROGER SMALL 011 LARGE CURD

5 BAG
3

•
MI"
65c
Now

KROGO

PETER PM

MEDIUM

Was

,

Now

'

Instant Coffee

mum

$1.15 $1103

HARVEST DAY PLAIN OR SELF RISING

MAXIM

48 Oz.
Can
Path this coupon and $10 00 purchase, excluding
items prohibited by law sod is additioa to the
cost of couple ariercheedise Limit one Seined
to applicable taxes. Geed through Tuesday. April

GOLD MEDAL OR
PILLSBURY FLOUR Now II

49

STYLE

Rolls

Kroger

Was

U.,..Plain
was
INSTANT
$1.79
2 0:
TEA.
.ler

ti"S

Mini Muer Coupon
All Vegetable

KROGER

Wiener Rolls

citizen of 141wRIty.
There aro aresiv problems losing
ear city pevorrenterst. Eceasmay is
high is ibis list. Toe mock toss.
is. working people of this city.
I.. opposed to:
I. Any myna tor of wisy *Mere
2. Stepping needless speadleig
3. Spending our tea dollar wiser*
it is net needed.
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I brio filed tint necessary papers
rW now a cansildate fee City Caencill Werd A.
I em•member it St. Jobs leptiort
Claercb. A pert Mester of RWing
Star No. Si.likombity of P.O
Mosistery No. 92. Aloe thief Rubhen of Beals Temple 157 Paducah,
Ky., end now serving my 76 term
as District Deputy Grand Master of
Niece Neil Mason of tls• Far
Western District of We stele of Ky.,
which consist of 12 lodges in 1?
cities in illosteen Kentucky.
I mu pasi Vico-Presideat of Social
Owen'OWL I ran for city cowed 4
years ego and I Will fool that I zee
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Meat $2

ALL

It

Kreger

City Of Murray,

14,4 Sleat
fhb Ste.*
C....41 Ur 44
Uous s P

Lb.

Kreger Tender, Lean
Thrifty Beef

i

The

141
II,
4 LI.
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1.9e, keg i).+0.,

YOUR FOOD COST AT KROGER!

To The Voters Of

Plok Clwor
St...

eruusi

PORK

9c

Lb.

:.• s'r
t sus
14. 5.54.

Family Pak

SMOKED
PICNIC
6 To 3

We do all in our power to have all oar advertised
oil our shelves Mee wo shop for them.
Sometimes. due to coalitions boyead sin coatrel vs
sill rim set it as advertised special. 11 this should home to you ask at the store office for a Rain Check
Mich eightiet. you to the same advertised special at
the same special price anytime within two weeks.

•

49c

Whole

soscian

BONUS BUNDLE

BAKING

SMOKED
Whole Or
Cry-O-Vac

CONVENIENCE

AND PERSONAL

Kroger Tender, Lean

$1
12 Os
Pkg.

SEM 'N SAYE

ASSORTED STYLES FOX

ANN
family hi Of 3 Mint Qtr.
1 laq Ors,. 3 Mugs, 2 5o51.51

Glendale Round
Somi-Bowelass

Bakery prices good through Saturday, April 19. All others good
through Tuesday, Arpil ?2 in Murray, Ky.
Quantity rights reserved. Copyright 1975, The Kroger Company

Lunch Meat

79
4

dependent and endowed with a
wealth of talents upon which to
draw for an eminently successful career. Depending on
your leanings and education,of
course, you could shine in either
the business world or in the field
of art — may even combine both
successfully. You write very
effectively and could excel in
the fields of literature or
journalism. You are a born
money-maker and may be too
materialistic at times but, at
least, you should never be in
want. You have a gregarious
personality and your charm and
wit win many friends. Traits to
curb: overaggressiveness and
extremism. Birthdate of: J.P
Morgan, Amer. financier;
William Holden, film star.

4S

Lb
Serest 'PI Save

.T.1169

1 LI
PKG.

BOLOGNA

John Morrell

146
99C

$109

ra yet

By The Flees
Illreipir

111=mmomimaa•
Family Pak

eis

111.

)(CI.

-MEAT

59C
88C L.
69
C ib.
Lb.

SHOULDER
...ROAST_

English Roast

nt,er-

2

ROUND SIRLOI
STEAK STEAK

KROGER TENDER, LEAR THRIFTY

.

Undue suspicion of others,
groundless fears, a desire to
invade the privacy of associates. Concentrate on your own
activities.
AQUARIUS
.4.144144 ,
"A
443
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Alertness, reading between
SCORPIO
the lines, will keep you on the
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Fine Mars influences! Be on beam. Be consistent in all enthe lookout for good leads, deavors. Some new advantages
projects with substantial back- indicated.
ground.
PISCES
SAGITTARIUS
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
elkile
A good day for trying out a
Stellar aspects excellent! If new idea or method. You have
have
been
of
your
plans
any
the ability to turn the ordinary
stymied lately, THIS is the time into the interesting, improve the
to try again.
mediocre with a novel twist.
CAPRICORN
YOU BORN TODAY are
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ad
Tendencies to avoid now: highly individualistic, in-

Unusual tact needed here —
in family, social and business
circles. Don't "rock the boat"
or stir up dissension — only too
easily done now, if you are not
alert.

C

I

111111111

di

MOO SELECT SIZED

10c
=
ORANGE
Pascal Celery
23c .
JUICE
Broccoli
59c =
RomaineLettimemig« 49c
rintsrsa, ente4l11011111
pa:1MM
12,0, 69c
Lemons
.69c •1111111111111
Pineapple
Idaho Bakers...

EA

Kreger Natural Or Sweet

CALIFORNIA

Cat COMM FiffIN

6 a?,: 99c

LARGE
BLOCH

CAE SAA 504.40

E

With This anion sod 51600

•
MACY CAIIFORNIA StINKIST

OM

MO

by /re and is biettil lb Its.
cut of coupon merchandise Limit me. Sabred
to soolicabis loses Geed Wimp Toesday, ApriI
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JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS
Prices Good Thru Tuesday April 22, 1975

NORTHSIDE
SOUTHSIDE
Chestnut St.
S. 12th St.
8 a. m.-10 p. m. 6 a. m. - 12 p. m.
Closed Sunday

PAIN 1

MEAT

ALWAYS TENDER, FRESH,& JUICY

09

LOW PRICE
U. S. Choice

KING

ROUND
STEAK

Meats

FRE
trawl
beca
and F

U. S. Choice

Boneless Round Steak

U. S. Choice
)
IP
ZLROZT

Stilt

Lb.

Sliced

29
I

Lb.

Beef Liver

ARE Always tender,fresh, juicy!
We're Honest With You!

69c

Lean

Pork Steak

ROAST
Jim Adams' meat labels are
clearly marked with the exact
cut. Our lables take all the
gueswork out of choosing meat
for your family. You'll never
have to take a chance with the
likes of "family steak,""breakfast steak", or "chuckwagon
steak" at Jim Adams.
You see, Jlin Adams has
never believed in putting a fancy name,together with a fancy
price, on our meat labels.
We tell you the facts about the
cut of meat.

Lb.

Field's

Smoked Picnics

69c

$

Country Style

SLAB
SLICED

BACON

BOSTON BUTT

PORK
ROAST(7

Know Exactly What Your
Getting. We're Honest With
You!

Lb.

FAMILY PAK
FRYERS ... Lb.

43c

PRO-LEAGUER

WEINERS

59'

12 oz.

frozen

lo-oz. 3/$J CI°

Broccoli Spears, Cut Corn, Green Peans

SNO-KREEM

Shortening

Sunshine

Sunsline

CRACKERS

"CRISPY L
CRACKERS

3 Lb.

UNSALTIO TOPS

Hunt's

129

Go Me.

Flour

Lb.

Or Tender

Moore's

Instant Coffee

Onion Rings

Maxwell
House

79c

Pole Beans 39S

I Lb.

Texsun

IGA

Grapefruit
Juice

Biscuits

49c

Fresh

Squash

9°

'La%

Showboat
Pork 'n
Beans

$ 79
C3Wan

25c
Fresh
BARTLET

Fresh Crisp

Pears

•40

Lb.

•

_.

•

-416.11 a122."`

39c

It's The Total On The
aptThat Counts
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participation
Full
'Old Timers Day' Set Sunday At Mayfield Church And Fieldhouse cooperation
in this event would
further indicate the growing
The Third Annual "Old
Timers Day",is set for April 27
at Mayfield. The morning
service will be at 10:00 a. in. at
the First Church of the
Nazarene, 105 E. CollegeStreet,

Mayfield.
The percentage population of average. The percentage of
The afternoon rally for the the Jackson Purchase area that Senior Citizens in this area is
entire eight counties of the are Senior Citizens, is nearly also higher than the state
Jackson Purchase area will be double that of the national average.
held at the new Mayfield High
School Fieldhouse.
Highlights of the morning
service will be the Old Timers
Hours:
Moir,other music spezials, and
instrumentals, tall past 70
9-6 Mon.-Fri.
years old). Speaker for the
1:00-6:00 Sun.
morning service will be one of
the retired ministers of the
community. The entire service
will be conducted by Senior
Citizens.
Special awards will be given
to the oldest person present, and
to the "Oldest married couple
present.
The public is encouraged to
participate and make it an "Old
Fashion Sunday," bonnets,
antique cars, and all, a
spokesman said.
The highlights of the afOn Sale
MIX-N -MATCH
ternoon rally for the Jackson
Purchase area will be the
Honorable Governor of KenT•Il
tucky, Julian A. Carroll,
story
Reg
speaking to the needs of the
aging and programs to meet
( SAVE /Ali YO)
these needs. Also the United
States Representative, Carroll
Hubbard, will be speaking on
DOUBLE KNIT
this subject from Washington D.
C.
NOP

Hospital Report

FREE FISH FIGHT — Two men tug at a pollock at Boston's fish pier when the owner of a fishing
trawler gave away 27,000 pounds of fish rather than sell them to wholesalers for the going rate,
because the price is too low. The man at right finally got the fish and said he was going home
and have his picture taken with the fish and tell his friends he caught it.

(AP Wirephoto)

Victim Of Rare Disease Still
Smiling As A Performing Clown
LAKE GENEVA, Wis. (AP ,
— As a clown, his name is Happy, and 16-year-old Rob Wandschneider is still smiling despite his battle against the rare
nerve disease which killed
baseball's Lou Gehrig in 1941.
And now Rob, a victim of
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
is getting ready for a dream
trip to the Clowns of America
national convention in Denver
this week.
Rob has been a member of
Cousin Otto's Clown Alley No.
2/ for the past two years, appearing in parades and celebrations, entertaining at hospitals
and nursing homes.
His fellow clowns, his classmates at Lake Geneva's Badger High School and members of
the community joined to collect
almost $1,000 for the Denver
trip he starts Wednesday.
"I'm excited about it, all
right," said Rob. "I just want
to make people happy, and 1
can learn a lot of things from
the other clowns."
"He's wanted to be a clown
all his life," says his mother,
Laura Wimdschneider.
Gene Lee of Whitewater, a

former professional circus
clown who is the Cousin Otto of
Clown Alley No. 22, says Rob
had the makings of an excellent
clown until he was sicken last
October.
It started when Rob tripped
and fell while at school, injuring his shoulder, head and
neck.
"It seemed to be only a
muscle trauma," said his mother. "Then we thought it might
have been a shoulder separation. But he just didn't get better."
In January, doctors made the
positive diagnosis — Rob had
Lou Gehrig's disease, which involves degeneration and hardening of the spinal cord. The
cause isn't known, and there is
no known cure.
Speech now comes with difficulty for Rob. He hasn't been
able to walk since his birthday,
Feb. 9.
• But while a patient at Madison General Hospital, Rob entertained other youngsters
there.
-He was probably sicker than
anyone else on the floor, though
you'd never know by his spirits

is

The

BLOUSE
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Pollhto/ ad pod *o Sy co,polp,
for Cornraonwooltfrs attorney
Harold T Hunt treoswer to, 577 Murray K.,

Christopher

( SAVE 554 YI:1

layaway A
Now $300
Value

REDUCED

UrIIPACKAGED

ZIPPERS
Metal. 7 to 22".

5

Hoovyw•ight cotton

in blu• shades. 45''
wide.

119

13
20

Diamonds SI.ghtly Enlarged is Shove Esq uisir•

27

MICHELSON'S
Open Lati, Friday

Aonpriyil

Sole Starts
April
16-20

$

26
JEWELERS Bel Air Shopping Center MURRAY
Also P... cheison c‘c..a.v o union city
and Mane%
Paducah

Fresh Delicous

Stop, Shop
and

Sale Starts WPrinesday
Ends Satu,-day

AntiPerspirant

Cookies
Bottle of 100

IIIIFFERIN

Bottle of 100
C
Twice as Fast As Aspirin
Sale
Limit 2
,

Sale

Shampoo

Pepsodent

Tooth Paste
Family Size
7-oz. Tube Sale

Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

799

59
Scope

Jergens
Soap
Lotion Mild

Sale

.
58

the seal of confidence

Seamless Stretch

Panty Hose
first quality, 100% nylon one size lots
all, choice of fashion brown - cinnamon beige -taupe

Bath Size

Sale

Reg. 794
No, 33

2

Sale
The all purpose lighted

One A Day

Mouth Wash
and Gargle
18 oz Bottle

Denture Adhesive
1 5:8 oz Tube
Reg. $1.09

Pepsodent
TOOTHPASTE

7-oz. Lotion
4-oz. Tube
Your Choice

Polident

in formula hair coloring
choice of exciting colors

9

Shampoo

bodyaches and pains
25 Tablets

Miss Clairol

Choice of Regular or unsr.?nted

8

Alka-Seltzer

TWICE AS FAST AS 4SPfAIf

MISS
CLAIROL

9

10 oz. Bog

Buffenn
Pain Tablets

9-oz Can

Head 8 Shoulders
Dandruff

Sale

All DIAMONDS

Pr•cious Genuine Sappltit•s o. Rubys
With Diamonds

Dialite Electric
Alarm

1

PRINTS
A must for spring in
cotton
poly•stirr,
cotton.or45"
wide.

112 Carat Gem Weight

Westclox
Digital
"SOO"

Box of 40

88
yd

( SAVE 1.11 YD )

Sure
Super Dry

Exceptionally quiet tape
system features back-lighted
numerals for easy night time
legibility, has hour, minute,
and second readout dial.
Sole

yd

GABARDINE
A fashion basic! Dusty COMPARE
and
colors. 60"
AT
wide.post•I
100% polv•stat•
4.99

The Chandelier

6

97

DOUBLE KNITS
bepopeoryu.t.raisfntselrcoordinated
u l.y6oi.n,fwatiodlel.nest
An
s_a499

ILL

East Side of The Square

Reg. sl"

SAVINGate

CHRISTOPHER

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

4E4

EARLY INSURANCE
The earliest record of
health insurance on a regular
contribution principle was
found in Greece and dates
back to 500 B.C., according to
Blue Cross. — CNS

BUCI

LAST Birt stone
20 to 50
WEEK Diamond
SUN. MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT.

'No Frills' Plan
Makes Debut On
Five Airlines
MIAMI, Fla. ( AP ) — "They
brought along butter cookies
and bananas and everything,"
,laid National Airlines stewardes Sharmon Allbritten, whose
passengers chose cheaper ticket prices over free food and
drink.
"We thought there would be
garbage all over the place, but
they were neat," she added.
Miss Allbritten accompanied
passengers from New York to
Miami Monday as the "no
frills" airlines fare plan, with
fare reductions of 35 per cent,
made its debut.
The lower fares, aimed at
getting new customers, have
been instituted by Delta, National, Eastern, Continental and
American. Airline officials said
it will be weeks before they
know if the plan is successful
or if they lose full-fare business
from regular customers.
"IL is very encouraging," National spokesman Hugh Emmons said "Bookings are
aeavy. We conducted a survey
of people buying no frills fares
and found that 40 per cent of
them would not have bought
tickets in the absence of the no
frills fare."
Rudy Slaninka, a Miami
Beach retiree, said the the $114
he saved by flying in the "no
frills" rear cabin was enough
to pay for hotel accomodations.
His wife held a bag filled
with cookies and explained,
"We took so much kidding
about brown-bagging that we
decided we'd bring something
on board."
Take-on food by passengers
ranged from fried chicken and
corned beef sandwiches to animal crackers.
Rules of the Monday through
Thursday discount plan call for
the penalty if a passenger cancels or changes his reservation.

fab-rifir

April 8, 1975
Adults 123
Nursery 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Scott (mother
Deena), C-5 Coach Est.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Audrey L. Moore, Rt. 4,
Murray, Truman H. Anderson,
New Concord, Mrs. Helen L.
Wright, Rt. 5, Paris, Term.,
Master Christopher L. Hutson,
Rt. 1, Hazel, George Ed
Overbey, Sr., 707 Olive,
Murray, Master Gregory D.
Story, Rt. 2, Puryear, Term.,
Paul W. Purvis, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Ladean McCuiston, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Jan G. Barrett,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Nancy C.
Hudson, 1008 Brown St., Paris,
Term., L. Virgil Clayton, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Term., Jessie B.
Cook, 1301 Cuba Rd., Mayfield,
Commie E. Cain,Sr., 805 S. 4th.,
Murray, Mrs. Jeanette King,
405 S. 6th., Murray.

Elect

or his smile," his mother said.
"He'd say, 'I've got a disease
of smiling. Would you like
some?"
Back at home, Rob is still
trying to bring a smile into the
lives of others, including Denise
Johnson, a 4-year-old neighbor
girl stricken with cerebral palsy. She visits him almost every
day.

number and needs of Senior
Citizens in this area, a
spokesman said.

Multiple
Vitamins
Bottle pkis kon

..Mirror
by Clairol', Reg. $18.99 $
Model RM - 1

0011/o
on.
ONO/ NOM/
•••• wow v,•
or.

1of
00
Sole

Sale

98—

two toned yellow and white, with its modern
functional deskrn. can
be placed on table or easily hung on a
wall. Regular and
magnifying mirrors. Glare free.

•
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CASH por

Hyde Park Grade A Large

Eggs .

A

00

This
Week

Doz.
Limit 2 doz. with S7.50 or more add. pur. Excluding tob. & dairy products.

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

DEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Win
Lost Week's Winner: James Tomko,
unable to locate

99

Pot Roast

Showboat

Pork 8t Beans
sloo

c
Lb

Round Steak
slos

Rump Roast
Country Style

69!
49!
59

Pork Sausage

Big Chief - 18 oz. jar

Riverside

7

Bologna

Richtex

Campfire

Wieners

$129

12-oz. Pkg.

Kelly's

Cut Up

26-oz. Bot.

Pork & Beans

Pepsi Colas

27-oz. Can

Soft & Pretty

Tissue

$115

4-Roll Pkg.

Fryers
Family
Pack

59c
39C
69c

Mrs. Alison's

69

C

C
pre
Prc
$15

1
De
sai
fot
rer
rei

99!
Pure Lean

Or. Beef

ar
thi

dr,
re4

3 lb.
or
more

A

$100

3

Mushrooms

Pro

c

3

Roast

Gold Crest Sell Basting
4-10 lb. Hen

fresh 8 oz pkg.
Pkgs. SI
P
°

the

Boneless Boston Butt Pork

Pride of Ill.

Peas

3
SW

lb.

Showboat
Big 16-oz.

Lb

16-oz. Cans

Catsup

16 oz Cans

49

Ham

$100

Tomato Sauce

Cookies

Boneless Center Sliced

pkg.

Hunt
'
s

8 Bot.
Ctn.
Plus Deposit

lb

Contadina

31b.
Can

Chili

U. S. Choice

Boneless

Cans
Limit 5

P'nut Butter

Prices Good thru April 22nd

Ci

69! Turkey

P
Freshineapple

59!.

Bi

C

Eatwell
Grated Light

Folgers

Red

Coffee
6') 01
Car

9C

1 lb.
Can

10 Lb.
Bag

Lean Tender

Pork Steak
Potato
es
9c
Family
Pack

With Coupon Below
COUPON
Limit One•Per Family

Foloers

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Chiffon

.Coffee

Margaine ,

89'

79'

1 lb. Can
Expires 4-22-75
Good Onl At Storeys

1 lb.
Expires 4-22/S;4-4
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
limit I Per Family
06006
BOY (rocker

Hamb.Helper .
2/$109
Expires 4-22-75
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
06006

Gold Medal

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Giant Size

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
06007

- Gold Medal

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Dishwasher

All

654.

Flour
$- 399

5 lb. Bag

12 or. Sot.

25 lb Bag

35 oz. Box

EXpireS 4-22-75

Expires 4-22-75

'4?

Flour
89'

Good Only At Storer

LUX

11

Expires 4-22-75
Good Only At Storeys
Good Only At Storey
\IIMINNIMMENIMINNI6.1101

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Final
Touch

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Family Size

Aim

int
Expires 4-22-75
Good Only At Stores

33 oz. Bot.

Expires 4-22-75

At Storey.%

White

Dove

IR

1
•

1767r—
Bath Size
Expires 4-22-75

Expires 4.22-75
:pod Ord

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

A

Good Only At Storeys

Good Only At Storeys

4

